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Mid-Cycle Progress Report: 

Chapter One: 
Student/Community Profile

 University City High School (UCHS) is located in what has become a thriving 
community at the north end of the San Diego Unified School District (SDUSD). Having 
begun as a community comprised of mostly single-family homes, a wildlife preserve 
and a regional shopping mall when the school opened in 1981, University City (UC) 
has expanded to fill  the space designated as the  Golden Triangle. The term is a 
result of the community’s finance, business and educational foundation and because 
its boundaries are three intersecting freeways. 
 While the southern portion of UC remains comprised of mostly single family 
homes, the northern end has expanded to include hotels, high-rise office buildings, 
industrial complexes (which house several biotech companies and research facilities), 
multiple shopping centers, the recently renovated shopping mall, and an ever-increasing 
number of condominium and apartment complexes. These complexes include several 
University of California-owned off-campus housing units, as one section of UC shares 
a boundary with the University of California, San Diego campus.

 On November 4, 2008, San Diego voters passed Proposition S, a facility bond 
initiative, bringing to the SDUSD schools 2.1 billion dollars. As a result of new facility 
funds to the District, the Superintendent and School Board saw a strong need to 
upgrade and enhance technology capabilities in schools. Portions of the set-aside 
2.1 billion funds were allocated to fund an i21 program for schools. Classrooms in 
the content areas of math, English, social studies, world language and science are 
equipped with Promethean Boards and sound systems with microphones, as well 
as student electronics tablets/iPads/Netbooks/Chromebooks to enhance and engage 
student learning. 
 In 2011, University City High School was awarded 13 million dollars of the 
voter-approved funds for school improvements. The first phase of the use of these 
funds was the creation of a new stadium which includes synthetic turf, new lights 
and a rubberized track. Over the summer of 2015, the student parking lot and school 
entry point were revamped. In 2016, Prop S expenditures for the school were used to 
renovate the upper athletic fields and track area behind the stadium and to renovate 
and rework the stadium entry. Work began in 2017 to revamp the front office and 
counseling offices along with additional on-campus improvements, like bathrooms 
and the entrance to the gym. During the summer of 2018, work began on the interior 
of the school, in the communal “quad” area, where students gather and many have 

GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES:
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their lunches. The community is excited about how the facility will support the school 
and community needs.
  Another improvement, although not part of Prop S, occurred during the summer 
of 2011, at which time solar panel structures were constructed in the UCHS parking 
lots, to provide shade for vehicles while reducing the cost of energy for the school. 
In addition to providing a reduction in costs for energy, the facility enhancement has 
improved the overall look of the school. 

 UCHS’s population is comprised of 1846 students. Students come from local 
residential neighborhoods as well as from other parts of the city. The local resident 
student population is 776 (42%) while the population of students coming from across 
the city is 1,070 (58%). Non-residential students attend UCHS through various 
programs such as the Voluntary Exchange Enrollment Program (VEEP) 212 students 
(11.5%) and the Choice Program 762 students (41%). There are 6 buses transporting 
277 students from outside of the immediate community, including both VEEP and 
Choice students. Choice students arrive at UCHS providing their own transportation. 
And, although the community surrounding UCHS is relatively affluent, 38% of UCHS 
students participate in the free and reduced lunch program. The largest ethnic group 
in the UCHS population is Caucasian (33%), followed closely by Hispanic students at 
31%; Asian-American students make up 10.6%. Students who identify themselves as 
of mixed race make up 8%, Filipino-American students comprise 4.3%, and African-
American students 3%. 
 Gradual changes in demographics at UCHS have required additional programs 
based on student academic need and interest. English as a Second Language (ESL) 
courses are designed to provide transitional skills for English Language Learners. 
An English Language Support Resource Teacher has been funded by the school 
and assigned to test, monitor and provide pull-out support for EL students needing 
additional assistance.   
 Students with Individual Education Plans (designated Special Education) are 
given extra support from Special Education co-teachers and Para Educators in their 
English and math classes, along with some other core classes. These co-teachers/
Para Educators assist Special Education students individually and in small groups, 
in order to support their academic needs. Co-teachers/Paras also provide extra 
accommodations for certain assignments and during some testing situations. Applied 
English and math classes are provided at UCHS to both non-diploma bound students 
(some of whom have severe social/physical or learning disabilities) and for diploma-
bound students in additional to their diploma-bound course, to provide assistance with 
the subject matter, with both small group and integrated classroom environments. 
To prepare special need students for college and the workplace, specially designed 
transition classes are also provided.
 Since the spring of 2011, the school has fostered and nurtured a program 
originally called OASIS (as it was inspired by the program at La Serna High School in Los 

STUDENTS:
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Angeles) and now referred to as Power Up. The Power Up program is designed 
to support at-risk students. This class is designed to give positive encouragement 
and support with a dedicated teacher and student mentors (academically successful 
juniors and seniors). The Power Up teacher monitors student grades and student 
work, and Power Up students work with mentors on a daily basis in order to complete 
assignments for their classes. The key to this program has been the inherent value of 
partnering successful students with students needing psychosocial/academic support. 
The success of this program has caused other high schools in the district to model the 
same program in their schools.
 UCHS’s  Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID) program works 
closely with teachers and students so that students traditionally underrepresented at 
colleges and universities can be successful taking advanced, Honors and AP classes.  
Students and staff agree that the AVID program at UC High benefits students greatly. 
 In fall of 2013, UCHS started an after-school Academy Program designed to 
support students needing extra help in math, English, social studies, world language 
and science. Predominantly, however, the program serves students needing extra 
help in math. The Academy, like the student mentoring program used in the Power Up 
program, not only supports students by helping them with their actual assignments, 
but also by helping them navigate problem-solving strategies with an emphasis on 
independent learning. Since 2014, the school has continued the Math Academy, and 
interest is high enough that students unable to attend due to sports or jobs can get help 
in the Power Up classroom at lunch. The program is funded through use of donated 
funds via the UC’s Cluster’s EdUCate Foundation Grant Committee. Program success 
is frequently monitored and evaluated.  
 UCHS offers a variety of Career College and Technical Education courses.  
The most popular program is the Project Lead the Way Biomedical Health Science 
and Medical Technology industry pathway. The number of students interested in this 
program continues to grow. UCHS continues to have the Visual Arts and Technology 
Academy (also called ArtsTECH), a California Partnership Academy, which provides 
students, many of whom are at-risk, with an integrated and accelerated core curriculum 
with a career focus on visual/digital media. A third industry pathway on campus is the 
Education, Child Development and Family Services program. In 2016, UCHS added 
an Engineering Pathway. This pathway includes courses ranging from introduction 
to design, to civil engineering and architecture, and digital electronics. With the help 
of a grant, a state-of-the-art facility was built, which includes a computer lab and 
a makerspace.  A forth pathway for students to take is in the area Information and 
Communication Technologies. Students in this sequence can earn AP credit in AP CS 
Principles, AP Computer Science, and Game Design. 
   UCHS added a Marine Corps JROTC program in 2012 which strives to instill 
values such as citizenship, service and personal responsibility. The program continues 
to grow on campus and is a source of pride and honor for the school. Over 120 
students participate in the cadet program. 
 UCHS continues to have a strong advanced study program including many 
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Advanced, Honors and AP courses. The success of the program routinely places 
the school in the top category for Washington Post and US News and World 
Report Top High Schools category. Tiered classes are found in many grade 
levels and many subjects to allow for students to gain success and entry points into 
more rigorous course work.  Because of the research showing an increased success 
rate of students in college who have taken at least one AP course, the school and 
District continue to maintain a goal of having as many graduating seniors as possible 
take at least one AP course before exiting high school. The percentages of seniors 
accomplishing this goal has steadily climbed since 2016. As shown by senior self-
reporting, in 2018, 87% had taken and 62% had passed at least one AP class during 
their four years at UCHS. 
 In the fall of 2017, UCHS exponentially increased  the number of community 
college classes on campus. This increase came by way of a partnership with Mira 
Mar Community College and Mesa Community College.  These partnerships allow 
students to take and earn high school credit and college credit for these courses. 
These classes are taught by college professors on the UCHS campus. There are 18 
different community college classes taught on campus, the largest number of any San 
Diego Unified School in the District. From these offerings, 74% of the 2018 seniors 
self-report taking one or more community college course before graduating from 
UCHS.  This percentage is up from the 31% reported in 2016.   
 In order to further improve instruction, during the school year 2013-2014, 
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) were formed by a committee of teachers 
and met twice a month on early-out days. The original PLCs were created to include 
members from diverse disciplines and teachers read the book (or excerpts from) 
Teach Like a Champion, by Doug Lemov. Since that time, the PLCs have evolved 
and changed with the needs of the staff and students along with the focus of the 
District. The teacher-leader committee decided one year to form different targeted 
PLCs: academic PLCs (grouped by program or grade-level), teacher’s-choice PLCs 
(multiple options/trainings available), and department PLCs. Before the 2016 WASC 
visit, some early-out days were used for WASC Home-group and Focus-group 
meetings. For two years, there were two meetings with teachers from the local middle 
school that feeds into UCHS. More recently, the staff has felt that although it was 
valuable to meet with teachers from different departments, teachers felt that there 
was not enough time spent within Departments, especially among teachers teaching 
the same courses or grade levels, and therefore, since 2015, department PLCs have 
been a main focus. For English, math, science and social studies’ departments, many 
of the PLC meetings have included the reporting back of teachers that were trained 
in the District’s Capacity Builders program and the introduction to Marzano’s Critical 
Concepts (skills) for Common Core Standards. Some early-out days were also allotted 
to whole-staff meetings, Intervention days (for one-on-one tutoring and instruction), 
and Professional Growth days (for teachers to explore their own needs).
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 University City High School’s last full accreditation process resulted in a six-
year term. The team provided revised and updated Critical Areas for Follow-up.  As 
a result, a new Action Plan was created using the recommendations, along with the 
Student Learner Outcomes, Single Plan for Student  Achievement (SPSA) document 
and staff input. The Action Plan is revisited each year at which time it is analyzed for 
results and necessary adjustments. It is a true living document.  

2016 Interim Visiting Committee’s Identified Critical Areas for Follow-up:
1. UCHS staff will incorporate the use of Illuminate to improve teaching and learning.
2. UCHS staff will improve student-centered instructional practices and continue to 
develop and implement programs to enhance supports for students considered under-
performing.
3. UCHS staff will continue to work together to achieve equity of access for all students 
by providing 1) increased access to the most rigorous curriculum, 2) timely academic 
interventions, and 3) common experiences for students across common courses.
4. UCHS staff will continue to participate in professional development opportunities 
focusing on  implementing Common Core and NGSS strategies to improve teaching 
and learning.
5. UCHS staff will continue to develop meaningful connections with students in order 
to create an academic, physical and social environment to meet the needs of all stu-
dents.
6. UCHS staff will consistently use common classroom student achievement data to 
improve teaching and learning.  

UCHS Action Plan Goals based on the Critical Areas for Follow-up:
Goal 1: The UCHS staff will analyze common assessment results and formative and 
summative data, with the help of Illuminate and Google Classroom, to revise, evalu-
ate, refine and determine the effectiveness of instructional decisions and programs to 
ensure all students are performing at high levels. (CAF 1, 6) 
Goal 2: The UCHS staff will develop, implement, review and revise instructional prac-
tices (focusing on student-centeredness) to close the achievement gaps identified 
between the sub populations while maintaining the current achievement levels of stu-
dents scoring 800+ on the API (or 86% or higher for ELA standards exceeded or met, 
versus ELA standards not met or nearly met 14%. Or 59% or higher for Math stan-
dards exceeded or met, versus Math standards not met or nearly met 41%.) (CAF 2)
Goal 3: UCHS will continue to work to develop meaningful connections with students 
and achieve equity of access for all students by increasing access to the most rigor-
ous classes, providing timely academic interventions and common experiences for 
students across common courses. (CAF 3, 5)
Goal 4: UCHS will continue to participate in professional development opportunities 
focusing on implementing Common Core and NGSS strategies to improve teaching 
and learning. (CAF 4)

WASC HISTORY:
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WASC Action Plan/SPSA 
 Staff meetings, department meetings, parent meetings, early-out/late start 
Wednesday PLCs and Staff Development days have been used to address all aspects 
of the Action Plan. Staff members have worked corroboratively, individually and as a 
whole school to plan and implement elements of the Action Plan and to address the 
Critical Areas for Follow-up. Evidence has been collected to create an evidence binder 
to demonstrate actions taken during the three years since the last WASC visit. 

SAN DIEGO UNIFIED’S GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Vision 2020

In 2010, San Diego Unified Board of Education created a community-based school re-
form plan. This plan, titled Vision 2020, is a focused long term plan to increase student 
achievement and to prepare students for the competitive global economy by ensuring 
a quality school in every neighborhood.

Vision 2020 focuses on five key areas:
● Creates improved and broader measures of student achievement
● Develops schools as neighborhood learning centers
● Ensures effective teaching in the classroom
● Engages parents and community volunteers in the educational process
● Facilitates communication and support

The model includes twelve indicators of a Quality Neighborhood School:   
1) Access to a Broad and Challenging Curriculum
2) Professional Learning 
3) Parent/Community Engagement around Student Achievement
4) Closing the Achievement Gap with High Expectations for All
5) Quality Teaching
6) Quality Leadership
7) Quality Support Staff Integrated and Focused on Student Achievement
8) Valuing Diversity to Make Equality a Reality
9) High Enrollment of Neighborhood Students
10) Digital Literacy
11) Neighborhood Center with Services Depending on Neighborhood Needs
12) Supportive Environment, Safe and well-Maintained Facilities

This year, the district has focused their efforts on the following areas: access to a 
broad and challenging curriculum, professional learning, quality teaching, and quality 
leadership. UC High aligns its instructional efforts with Vision 2020.
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 The Mission Statement  for UCHS is aligned to the District’s Mission Statement 
in that  UCHS staff members believe that students need “skills, motivation, curiosity 
and resilience” in order to become “productive and responsible citizens.” The staff also 
believes that ”succeeding in their choice of college and career” is only the first step 
towards reaching their “full potential” and that “life long learning” will aid to “participating 
in the society of tomorrow.” The choice of the word “citizens” in the UCHS Mission 
Statement emphasizes this belief.

Mission Statements:

School Purpose:

University City High School Mission Statement:
The Mission of University City High School is to educate students to become 
productive and responsible citizens, who realize their full potential through life-
long learning.

San Diego Unified School District Mission:
All San Diego students will graduate with the skills, motivation, curiosity and 
resilience to succeed in their choice of college and career in order to lead and 
participate in the society of tomorrow.

District Mission Statement:

School Mission Statement:

 After considerable review of the prog-
ress of the school and the student achievement 
data, the UCHS staff decided to keep the Stu-
dent Learner Outcomes (SLOs) that have been 
in place (right). In the spring of 2011, a commit-
tee of teachers from Instructional Council were 
charged with identifying data factors that could 
be used to measure how successful UCHS has 
been in preparing students for college/career 
success. In the fall of 2011, the “Steps to Suc-
cess” pyramid chart (on the following page) was 
created to symbolize the meshing of SLOs and 
“Steps to Success.”
 For the last six years, the school has sur-
veyed exiting seniors’ progress using the “Steps 
to Success” chart. The UCHS staff believe stu-
dents will be college/career ready if they master 
at least 10 of the 12 steps by graduation.

Student Learner Outcomes:
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Steps to Success:

 For the year 2011-2012, a new goal was added to the Action Plan called the 
“Steps to Success.” Developed from the “Seven Keys to College Readiness”, these 
steps are meant to indicate, for seniors, what is necessary to be college/career ready. 
UCHS staff aligned these steps to the UCCENTS (SLOs), created a chart, and coun-
selors used this chart to help guide students with their choices during articulation and 
to help determine which students would be considered for home period.

  2016       2017               2018                    
16. 37%          16. 56%  16. 74%  -Take a Community College Course
15. 58%          15. 60%  15. 62%   -Earn a 3 or higher on an AP Test
14. 29%          14. 31% 14. 32%  -Score 1200+ on the SAT or 27 ACT
13. 61%          13. 67% 13. 71%   -Participate in an Internship or Work Exp.
12. 80%          12. 85% 12. 87%   -Complete an AP course earning a “C” or higher
11. 59%          11. 59% 11. 59%   -Met or Exceed on the Math 11th Grade SBAC
10. 86%          10. 81% 10. 84%   -Met or Exceed on the ELA 11th Grade SBAC
 9. 61%  9. 56%             9. 61%   -Earn Academic Distinction Honors 3.5 GPA
 8. 59%  8. 53%             8. 57%   -Took a CCTE Capstone Course (Completer)
 7. 88% 7. 68%             7. 63%   -Completed 100 Hours of Community Service
 6. 91% 6. 54%             6. 53%   -Serve in a Leadership Role for a Club or Team
 5. 96% 5. 78%             5. 85%   -Earn an overall GPA of 3.0
 4. 98% 4. 91%             4. 92%   -Earn an overall Citizenship GPA of 3.0
 3. 96% 3. 98%             3. 99%   -Complete 44 High School Credits
 2. 97% 2. 98%             2. 99%   -Earn an overall GPA of 2.0
 1. 90% 1. 87%             1. 86%   -Participate in a Club or Extracurricular  Group

Self reported by seniors
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Climate Surveys: 
 Each year, students in grades 9 and 11, staff and parents take an in-depth 
Climate Survey referred to as the Healthy Kids Survey, through the WestEd Health 
and Human Development Program for the California Department of Education. Re-
sults from all stakeholders are annually analyzed for trends and concerns.  
 According to the surveys, teachers are overwhelmingly satisfied with their ex-
perience at UC High. Although only 34 staff members participated in the survey in 
2016, in 2017 and 2018, 92 or more staff members participated, making the survey 
much more valid. Over the last two years, over 91% of staff found the school sup-
portive and inviting for staff members (responding either “agree” or “strongly agree” 
on the survey) and in 2018, 100% find the school to have a supportive and inviting 
learning environment for students. 96% of staff believe that nearly all adults on cam-
pus care about the students, and 84% believe the school motivates students to learn 
(although only 70% believe that the students themselves are motivated to learn). 95% 
believe the students at UC High are well behaved and 99% believe it is a safe place 
for students. 99% of staff find that parents are welcome and 95% believe parents are 
encouraged to be involved in decision making. 
 Staff members have become more concerned about student use of alcohol 
and drugs in the last year. In 2018, 20% believed it to be a mild problem, while 77% 
found it moderate to severe, a jump from only 42% finding drugs and alcohol to be a 
moderate to severe problem the year before, in 2017. When surveyed about the issue 
of bullying, while staff believe that if students tell teachers about bullying, 95% of the 
time teachers will help to remedy the situation, only 85% believe students will tell the 
teacher when there is a problem and that only 65% of the time, other students would 
help when someone is being bullied. Cultural Sensitivity was a topic teachers seemed 
to be concerned about. While 99% of teachers in 2018 believed that staff members 
respect cultural differences, only 72% percent believed that teachers utilize culturally 
relevant materials and 74% believed that staff members examined their own cultural 
biases, which was reflected in the Professional Development (PD) portion of the sur-
vey, in which 39% of teachers believe that the staff need PD on culturally relevant 
pedagogy. At a staff meetings during the 2017-2018 school year, the administration 
presented a series of PDs offered through a partnership with the National Equity Proj-
ect that dealt with cultural biases and sensitivity. Other PD staff members believe is 
needed include instructional methods (43%), closing the achievement gap (48%) and 
serving students with IEPs (45%). Another notable concern evident in the surveys is 
in regards to student mental health, where 55% of teachers believe that depression 
and mental health concerns are  a moderate or severe problem (and 36% a mild one), 
and 55% of teachers believe that staff need PD on the social and emotional needs of 
students.
 Students in ninth and eleventh grade were surveyed in English classes with 
an average response rate falling between 74% and 82% over the last three years. To 
respond to various questions, students were given the opportunity to chose between 
either four or five possible answers. Although the phrasing varied, most four-answer 
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question choices resembled:  “strongly agree,” “agree,”  “disagree,” and “strongly dis-
agree.” When a fifth was possible, it appeared in the middle of these responses as: 
“neither disagree or agree.” When this fifth possibility was present,  it was often cho-
sen, on average about 20% of the time and sometimes up to 35%. This may skew 
some of the results and may be considered the “teenage apathy” default answer. 
 Over the last three years, student responses have remained largely consistent 
in most areas. Student “connectedness” with the school is high, as when the apathy 
score is dropped (“neither agree or disagree”), over 87% answered “agree” or “strong-
ly agree” about feeling “close to people at this school.” Also, over 80% feel safe at 
school and over 80% feel happy with the choice of UC High as their high school. On 
average, 85% of students responded (“agree” or “strongly agree”) that they “try hard to 
do well” on their schoolwork and 72% believe the school prepares them for the future. 
A high percentage of students attending UC High plan to go on to college, with 83% 
responding that they plan to attend a 4-year college or university and between 10% 
and 23% (depending on the year) plan to attend a 2-year college.
 Student areas of concern closely match those that staff members noted. In 
2017, almost 30% of eleventh graders (and up to 20% of ninth graders) reported cur-
rent alcohol or drug use. Between 6% and 15% admitted to heavy drug or alcohol use. 
When marijuana became legal in 2017, administrators reported a jump in incidents of 
vaping and marijuana use on campus. In 2018, the survey only asked students about 
drug and alcohol use on campus, as opposed to in general, so the results showed a 
dramatic drop, but could not really be compared. With regards to bullying, close to 
80% of students said that teachers make it clear that bullying will not be tolerated and 
also that teachers would help if they were told. But just as staff believed, fewer stu-
dents (59%) said they would tell the teacher if they were being bullied and even fewer 
(47%) said they would tell the teacher when others were being bullied. In 2017, a new 
section was added to the survey that included questions concerning the LGBTQ+ 
community and over 50% of students reported hearing offensive slurs regarding these 
students on campus, and over 36% reported hearing negative comments about stu-
dents’ sexual preference or gender.
 Another area of concern for staff that was reflected in the student surveys had 
to do with mental health. Between 23% and 30% of students (depending on the year) 
reported feeling chronic sadness and helplessness (with females more likely, some-
times two times as much, to have these feelings). 14% of students said that they had 
seriously considered suicide. These results prompted the principal to make student 
mental health one of the two main Action Goals for the 2018-2019 school year.
 For the 2017 parent survey, 513 parents responded, while in 2018, 814 did. Of 
those surveyed in 2018, 40% were White, 23% were Hispanic and 18% were Asian 
or Filipino, so more parents of Caucasian background took the survey, but not by a 
very large margin, as approximately 33% of the student body population is White and 
30% Hispanic (also consider that parents often have more than one child attending 
the school). Various socioeconomic backgrounds were also represented as 29% of 
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parents surveyed reported that their students were eligible for free and reduced lunch, 
while about 35% of the student population is eligible. By in large, parents are satis-
fied with the school. 85% of parents believe that the school provides opportunities for 
the academic success of all students, that the learning environment is inviting, that 
parents are well informed on school events and procedures, that school rules are 
communicated effectively and that ample sports and clubs are provided for students. 
Approximately 80% of parents believe that their student(s) are receiving high quality 
instruction, that the school motivates students to learn, that the school is safe and 
that all races are encouraged to take challenging courses. 80% of parents believe 
that adults on campus care about students, while 12% “don’t know.” 81% of parents 
believe that all students are treated with respect.
 Some of the same concerns expressed by staff and students were of concern 
to parents. 52% of parents reported that alcohol and drug use were either a “large 
problem” or “somewhat” of a problem, while 14% said they were a “small problem.” 
28% of parents found bullying to be a problem while 22% didn’t know if it was a prob-
lem. Because teens admitted they were hesitant to report bullying, it is not a surprise 
that so many parents didn’t know either way. In regards to cultural sensitivity, 75% of 
parents believe that the UC High staff has respect for students’ cultural beliefs, 54% 
believed culturally appropriate materials were being used in classrooms and 19% 
didn’t know.
 One area of concern to parents that can be taken from the survey is a desire for 
parents to be more informed. Only 48% of parents felt that they knew how their child 
was doing in classes between report cards. PowerSchool is available for all parents to 
view 24 hours a day 7 days a week, but it is important that teachers enter grades in a 
timely manner or this option cannot be utilized. Only 22% of parents said that they felt 
that the school did a good job (“very well”) of communicating how they could help their 
child with homework, where 29% said the school did “just okay.” With math achieve-
ment being the second of two Areas of Focus for the 2018-2019 school year, this could 
be an area that math teachers may want to focus on.
 The results of these surveys were discussed at various staff meetings and 
drove some of the PD choices provided by the administration, along with informing 
decisions about actions and discussion topics over the past three years. 
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Classified Staff   
Office Support Staff    10  
Paraprofessional Staff      7
Custodial Staff      7 
Campus Supervision       2
Campus Police Officer     1

 UCHS has a total of 76 teachers. One teacher is a resource support teacher 
for EL students, assisting in classrooms for one-on-one support. Due to a drop in 
office staff and the need to better handle tardies and attendance issues, one teacher 
is off one teaching period to monitor tardies/truancies (attendance),  and is in charge 
of after- and during-school  detention and Saturday School.

STAFF:

Total Certificated   85 100%
Male     38 45%
Female     47 55%
Teacher    76 89%
Counselor    5 6%
Administrator    3 3.5%

Instructing outside of subject area 0  0%
Short term staff    1 1%

Master’s degree   58 68%
Doctorate    1 1%
GATE certified   36 42%

Ethnicities
 White    69 81%
 Hispanic   7 8%
 African American  2 2%
 Asian    2 2%
 Filipino   3 3.5%
 South Asian   1 1%
 Native American  1 1%

Additional Support Staff
Psychologist    1.5 
Speech Language Pathologist  1 
Nurse     1
Health Tech    1
Librarian    1

Years of Service at UC High 

0-4 years 34 40%
5-9 years 19 22%
10-14 years 15 18%
15-19 years 10 12%
20-24 years 3 3.5%
25-29 years 5 6%
30+ years 0 0%

Years of Service in 
Education 
0-4 years 9 11%
5-9 years 7 8%
10-14 years 20 23.5%
15-19 years 24 28%
20-24 years 11 13%
25-29 years 11 13%
30+ years 5 6%

Additional Specialized Training: AVID, Autism Credential, AP training, AP reading train-
ing, AP Course redesign training, AP Certification, CPR Instructor, Concussion Certificate, 
New Teacher Support Provider, NGSS training, Expository Reading and Writing, BioMed 
Innovations, PLTW Med Interventions, Principal Professional Development, Marine Corps 
JROTC New Instructors course, NCAS and VAPA Standards training, PPS Credential School 
Counseling, NGSS (Science Standards), Graphic Design ATGA Certificate (UCSD),  CTE, 
BioMed training--Project Lead the Way (PLTW), Core training for Engineering courses 
(PLTW) 

2018-2019
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Enrollment:STUDENTS:

   Student Group     2016-2017  2017-2018    2018-2019    
   ALL    Num Perc  Num Perc  Num Perc
All Students   1,799 100%  1,868 100%  1,846 100%  

   ETHNICITY
African American  61 3.4  59 3.2  56 3  
Asian (non-Filipino)  209 11.6  212 11.3  195 10.6  
Filipino    88 4.9  90 4.8  79 4.3  
Hispanic    645 35.9  637 34.1  568 30.8  
Native American   4 .2  4 0.2  5 .3  
Pacific Islander   1 .1  3 0.2  5 .3  
White    646 35.9  700 37.5  610 33  

Multiracial   145 8.1  163 8.7  148 8  

   ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
English only   992 55.1  1,055 56.5  1,077 58.3  
Assessed Initially Fluent in English 201 11.2  185 9.9  132 7.2  
Reclassified English Learner 502 27.9  532 28.5  561 30.4  
English Learner   104 5.8  95 5.1  75 4.1  
GENDER
Female    896 49.8  954 51.1  935 50.7  
Male    903 50.2  914 48.9  910 49.3  

   MEAL ELIGIBILITY
Meal-Eligible   693 38.5  727 38.9  647 35  
Not Meal-Eligible  1,106 61.5  1,141 61.1  1,099 59.5  
Prov 2/Community Eligible no   no   no   

   GIFTED-IDENTIFIED STATUS
Gifted-Identified Seminar  71 3.95  122 6.53  161 8.7  
Gifted-Identified Cluster  277 154  442 23.66  580 31.4  

Not Gifted Identified  1,451 80.66  1,304 69.81  1,104 60   

   INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION
With IEP   111 6.2  119 6.4  138 7.5  

Without IEP   1,688 93.8  1,749 93.6  1,708 92.5  

   PARENT EDUCATION LEVEL
Graduate Degree or Higher 486 27.0  529 28.3  530 28.7  
College Graduate   520 28.9  534 28.6  519 28.1  
Some College or Associate’s 295 16.4  290 15.5  255 13.8  
High School Graduate  243 13.5  240 12.8  223 12.1  
Not a High School Graduate 130 5.7  101 5.4  111 6  
Decline to State   152 8.4  174 9.3  207 11.2  

Data from SDUSD
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Enrollment (continued):
Enrollment by Program
 Year      2016-2017   2017-2018     2018-2019
           Number Percent         Number Percent          Number Percent
AVID   132 7.3%  81 4.5%  172 3.9%
ArtsTech   58 3.2%  62 3.5%  58 3.1%
JROTC  189 10.5%  163 9.1%  129 7%
GATE Cluster  277 15.4%  442 23.7%  580 31.4%
GATE Seminar 71 3.9%  122 6.5%  161 8.7%
Choice   622 34.6%  675 37.6%  644 34.9%
VEEP   263 14.6%  220 12.2%  212 11.5%
Residential  718 39.9%  784 43.6%  776 42%  
Special Education 57 3.2%  94 5.2%  138 7.5%
EL   25 1.4%  42 2.3%  72 3.9%

Total   1799   1797   1846
   

Data from site, District and PowerSchool

 Enrollment at UC High has remained relatively consistent over the last three 
years. One trend over the last three years seems to be a drop in the number of His-
panic students enrolled at the school by about 5%. This may possibly be attributed 
to the District cutting back on the number of students they allow to go to a school 
other than their neighborhood school via a school bus. In years past, the school had 
8 buses running transporting 393 students. This year there are 6 busses transporting 
277 students. The bus pickup locations are in southeast San Diego where there is a 
high percentage of riders who are Hispanic students. There is also a decline in the 
number of students qualifying for free and reduced lunch over the last three years, but 
this may change, as the school made a concerted effort to get all students to fill out 
the forms this year. 
 A definite trend arrises in the amount of students identified as GATE Cluster 
and GATE Seminar. Over the past three years, the numbers have virtually doubled. 
This may be attributed to a rise in the number of students who choose to go to UC 
High via the District’s School Choice option where students can come to UCHS if their 
parents provide their own transportation for their student. There is currently a waiting 
list of 500 students who want to attend UCHS, but due to the District cap size for the 
school, they remain on the list.  
 Also, some of the pathways and courses have dropped in enrollment, such 
as AVID and MCJROTC. We believe this is a result of the wide array of courses stu-
dents now have to choose from, including BioMed, Engineering, Child Development, 
IT, and now multiple Community College courses. Sometimes students must choose 
between two or three great options, meaning course enrollment may drop in other 
elective pathways.  
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 The number of non-residential students attending UCHS has remained rela-
tively consistent. This is also true for residential students, but there has been a slight 
increase. The number of students attending through the School Choice program has 
increased to fill the population gap caused by a reduction in busing from the former No 
Child Left Behind Legislation. Under NCLB, students in underperforming areas were 
allowed to bus to what was considered a high performing schools.  At the time, UCHS 
was considered a higher performing school and students from other parts of the city 
school could decide to bus into UCHS. This program has since ended and only stu-
dents who live in certain areas of San Diego are allowed to ride the bus to UCHS. As 
a result of this shift, the school has been taking in more School Choice students and 
fewer bused-in students over the last three years.    

Arabic   43
Armenian  1
Bengali  1
Burmese  1
Cantonee  18
Cebuano (Visayan) 1
Chamorro (Guam) 1
Chaozhou   1
Dutch   1
English  1022
Farsi (Persian) 16
Filipino  44
French  9
German  7
Hebrew  46
Hindi   2
Hmong  3
Hungarian  2
Ilocano  3
Italian   3
Japanese  23

Khmer (Cambodian) 8
Korean  23
Lao   16
Mandarin  10
Pashto   1   
Polish   2
Portguese  11
Punjabi  1
Rumanian  3
Russian  20
Serbo-Croatian 4
Somali   4
Spanish  410
Taiwanese  15
Thai   4
Turkish  1
Ukrainisan  1
Urdu    6
Vietnamese  46
Other non-English 23
Languages

Predominant Primary Languages    Data collected in 2016

The most recent data on students’ primary languages was collected in 2016, and there 
have undoubtedly been changes in enrollment since then, but this is the most recent 
survey we have.
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Student Attendance Breakdown:
 Year                 2015-2016      2016-2017      2017-2018
Group   Students   %  Students   %  Students   %   
    
All students  1932 95.92%  1944 95.85% 2006 96.4%
African American 81 93.72% 75 94.38% 64 97.12%
Asian American 212 97.76% 223 97.53% 225 98.19%
Filipino  110 97.17% 100 97.36% 93 97.72%
Hispanic  685 95.43% 724 94.93% 700 96.19%
Mixed Race/Other 144 96.64% 152 96.62% 181 96.43%
White   700 95.72% 670 95.97% 743 95.82%

English Learners  98 94.8%  125 95.12% 121 96.14%
Socioeco.Disadvant. 862 95.3%  853 95.15% 824 96.3%
Special Ed  143 93.26% 156 93.3%  146 95.55%

Student Attendance:

 UCHS posts an average daily attendance rate averaging above 95%. The per-
centage exceeds the District average for high schools and is currently rising due to 
a unified effort among the school’s attendance staff, the administration, the teachers, 
and the parents. To support the school’s effort to hold students accountable for both 
being on time to class, and for clearing unexcused absences, UCHS has an atten-
dance coordinator who works to identify students who are outside of class and inform 
them of the need to attend detention and/or Saturday School. After school detentions 
and Saturday School opportunities are made available to students. Through Saturday 
School, UCHS students can make up missed learning and the school can recoup 
missing attendance dollars.

Average Daily Attendance:   % Present
2014-2015   95.85%
2015-2016   95.92%
2016-2017   95.85%
2017-2018   96.4%
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Student Mobility:
  Enrolled Enters    Leaves  Index  Rank 
2013-2014 1,715  47  91  8.05  30
2014-2015 1,758  40  97  7.79  28
2015-2016 1,813  36  110  8.05  25
2016-2017 1,799  46  98  8.00  21
2017-2018 1,868  56  117  9.26  21

Explanation: Student mobility represents the degree of movement by students in and 
out of a school during the school year relative to the school’s enrollment (enters and 
leaves during the school year per 100 students enrolled). It provides some indication 
of school educational disruption stemming from the coming and going of students as 
well as the relative administrative burden placed on a school by student mobility. 

Chart: The enrolled column should be the Census Day counts of the total school en-
rollment. “Enters” indicates the number of students who entered the school during the 
school year, and “Leaves” the number of students who left during the school year. The 
rank is comparing how UC High ranks compared to other schools in the District; the 
lower the number, the better.

Student Stability:
  Stable  Mobile         Other         Stab. Rate         Rank
2013-2014 1646  77  33  95.53   7
2014-2015 1670  88  35  94.99   6
2015-2016 1715  105  21  94.23   9
2016-2017 1712  90  31  95.00   3
2017-2018 1770  99  39  94.70   3

Explanation: The stability rate represents the degree to which students maintain con-
tinuous enrollment at a single school during the school year. It is the percentage of 
students starting the school year at a school who remain enrolled at that same school 
until the end of the school year.

Chart: The stable column represents the number of students who did not leave the 
school during the school year. The rank is comparing UCHS to other schools in the 
District; the lower the number, the better.
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Suspension and Expulsion rates:

Reasons for Suspensions
 Year        2015-2016            2016-2017          2017-2018    
Total    74   21   25  
Physical Injury  16   11   8
Alcohol/Tobacco/Drugs 26    4      0
Bullying         2   0   0
Disruption/Defiance  13     3      7
Hate Incidents    2       0   0
Obscene Act   2   0   1       
Property Damage  4   0   2       
Sexual Harassment  3         0   0
Theft/Stolen Property  9     1       0
Threats/Intim./Harassment 3         0   1
Weapons   0   0   2
Imitation Firearm  0   1   0
Terrorist Threat     1   0 
Reasons for Expulsions
Total    2   0   4
Alcohol/Tobacco/Drugs 1         0   2
Assault/Battery  1   0   1        
Threats/Intim./Harassment 0   0   1       

                2015-2016                    2016-2017           2017-2018       
            UCHS   Dist.   State   UCHS  Dist.    State   UCHS  Dist.    State 

Suspensions  3.83 3.37 3.65 2.49 3.35 3.65 1.33 3.5 3.5             

Expulsions  0.11 0.05 0.09 0.38 0.05 0.09  0.22 .08 .08

 The above chart shows the rates of suspensions and expulsions per 100 
students (total number of incidents, divided by the school’s enrollment for the given 
year, multiplied by 100).  While  student suspensions and expulsions have remained 
relatively stable at the District and state levels, suspensions at UC High have decreased 
over the last few years. The school has adopted a restorative practice approach 
as part of an effort to educate students on conflict resolution and owning their own 
behaviors. The school has also initiated in-school suspension in lieu of traditional 
school suspensions, which has influenced the numbers shown.
 

Data from SDUSD

 In lieu of suspension, students who were first time offenders with regards to 
drug and alcohol use were given the opportunity to enroll in the Teen Recovery Center, 
provided by a private drug counseling program (McAllister) who  provide students with 
information on healthy choices and support.

Data from SDUSD
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Student Participation in Competitive Athletics:
Pursuant to Education Code section 221.9, and beginning in the 2015-16 school year and every 
year thereafter, schools are required to publicly report information regarding their competitive 
athletics to include total enrollment at University City High School, classified by gender; the 
number of pupils enrolled at the school who participate in competitive athletics, classified by 
gender; and the number of boys’ and girls’ teams, classified by sport and by competition level. 
Please note that the data below reflects the total number of players on a team roster on the of-
ficial first day of competition.

Male Students    890     496
Female Students   921     421

The total enrollment of the 
school -- classified by gen-

The number of pupils enrolled 
at the school who participate 
in competitive athletics -- 
classified by gender

The number of boys’ 
and girls’ teams --
classified by sport

Number of Male Teams Number of Female Teams

Gender of Students: 

Cross Country    2     2
Field Hockey    0     2
Football    3     0
Golf     1     1
Tennis     2     2
Volleyball    3     3
Water Polo    3     3
Basketball    3     2
Soccer     2     2
Wrestling    2     0
Badminton    3     3
Baseball    3     0
Softball    0     2
Lacrosse    1     2
Swim and Diving   1     2
Track and Field   2     2

  

Non-Varsity Level   16     14
Varsity Level    15     14

The number of boys’ 
and girls’ teams -- 
classified by 
competition level

Number of Male Teams Number of Female Teams
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 UCHS provides a large number of students with opportunities to participate 
in athletic and extra-curricular club activities. Over 700 students a year participate in 
at least one CIF-approved freshman, junior varsity or varsity athletic team. UCHS’s 
coaching staff are all certified by the CIF and the administration is currently working to 
have more coaches come from among the ranks of UCHS staff.
 UCHS students also enjoy participation in over seventy five clubs. Students 
participate in an ASB-sponsored Club Rush each fall during lunch, at which time clubs 
present their goals, activities and upcoming events. Membership numbers vary, but 
an initial count in the fall reported membership of over 1,000 students in clubs. Recent 
student surveys indicate a high degree of satisfaction with the number and types of 
clubs available on campus.

          2016-2017     2017-2018      2018-2019
Available Sports   
 Girls   13   13   14
 Boys   14   14   14

Available Clubs
Academic League
ADL Club
All Female Dance Team
All Male Dance Team
Anglers Fishing Club
Animal Care and Defense Club
Art Gallery Club
ASB
Astronomy Club
AVID Club
Backpacking and Hiking Club
Black History Club
Black Student Union
Book Club
Bowling Club
C21 Class Officers
CSF
Campus and Community 
        Sustainability
Card Fighting Club
Casa de Luz
Centurion Smash
Chess Team
Childhood Cancer Awareness 
Circle of Friends
Class Clubs

Comedy Club
Crafting Club
Creator’s Club
Cubing Club
Dirtbiking Club
Dungeons and Dragons Club
Drawing Club
Drill Team
Faith Club
Far East Club
Food for Less Fortunate Club
GSA Club
Girls Club
Hosa Club
Human Aid and Relief Club
Improv Club
Interact Club
International Eats
Jew Club
Journalism Club
Key Club
LGBT Club
Marine Science Club
Marine Corps JROTC
M.E.C.H.A.
Mock Trial Club
Music Club

Muslim Student 
       Organization
Nintendo Club
Performing Arts Club
Physical Education Club
Photography Club
Polynesian Dance Team
Public Safety Club
Recycle Club
Red Cross Club
Robotics Club
Science Olympiad
Skit Video Club
Students Organized for 
       Syria
Spanish Conversation Club
Spikeball Club
Tahitian Dance Team
Tap Club
True Crime Club
UC Pals
Unite the Cultures Club
Walk With Earth
Womens Association for 
College
Yearbook Club
YouthAwareness Project
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Smarter Balanced Test Results Data from SDUSD

10/3/2018
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Data from SDUSD

MATHEMATICS

ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS BY GRADE REPORT Research and 
Evaluation Dept.University City- Grade 11
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2015-2017 California Smarter Balanced Summative Test Results
Percentage of Students Meeting or Exceeding Standard 

Data from SDUSD

Student Group

Total

Female
Male

African American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Indo-Chinese
Native American
Pacific Islander
White
Multiracial

English Learner
English-Speaking 
    Reclassified
    Initially Eng. Sp

Econ. Disadv
Non-Econ. Disadv

Gifted
Not Gifted

With Disabilitites
WO Disabilities

Homeless
Foster
Military

       2018
   N    %

447 77.9

225 82.7
222 73.0

14 71.4
29 79.3
23 87.0
154 66.2
18 83.3
1 -
0 -
166 83.1
42 95.2

12 16.7
435 79.5
154 72.1
281 83.6

174 69.5
273 83.2

188 93.6
259 66.4

30 10.0
417 82.7
 
1 -
0 -
9 -

       2015
   N    %
 
414 86.0

195 87.7
219 84.5

20 60.0
20 85.0
29 93.1
136 75.0
13 92.3
2 -
1 -
164 94.5
29 96.6

5 -
409 86.6
101 78.2
308 89.6

174 77.6
240 92.1

194 94.8
220 78.2

21 42.9
393 88.3

4 -
0 -
11 81.8

       2016
   N    %
 
373 81.0

170 83.5
203 78.8

15 66.7
24 91.7
20 85.0
141 64.5
16 100
0 -
0 -
130 93.1
27 92.6

14 14.3
359 83.6
96 71.9
263 87.8

181 72.9
192 88.5

142 97.2
231 71.0

24 12.5
393 88.3

0 -
0 -
11 81.8

       2017
   N    %
 
445 83.6

228 89.5
217 77.4

18 66.7
24 87.5
25 88.0
130 67.7
22 100
2 -
0 -
177 91.0
47 93.6

12 16.7
433 85.5
99 75.8
334 88.3

170 72.4
275 90.5

217 93.5
228 74.1

26 42.3
419 86.2

3 -
0 -
13 76.9

SBAC: English Language Arts
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       2015
   N    %
 
415 58.6

198 59.1
217 58.1

20 25.0
22 72.7
28 71.4
137 38.7
13 53.8
2 -
1 -
163 74.2
29 65.5

9 -
406 59.6
100 40.0
306 66.0

176 41.5
239 71.1

193 80.8
222 39.2

21 9.5
394 61.2

4 -
0 -
11 54.5

       2016
   N    %
 
371 58.2

169 56.2
202 59.9

15 26.7
26 61.5
20 50.0
139 40.3
16 93.8
0 -
0 -
128 73.4
27 77.8

16 25.0
355 59.7
95 49.5
260 63.5

181 45.9
190 70.0

140 82.1
231 43.7

0 -
347 62.2

0 -
0 -
6 -

       2017
   N    %

445 58.9

228 59.2
217 58.5

18 27.8
25 80.0
25 72.0
129 34.1
22 77.3
2 -
1 -
178 69.7
45 73.3

13 15.4
432 60.2
100 48.0
332 63.9

171 40.4
274 70.4

216 75.5
229 43.2

26 7.7
419 62.1 
 
3 -
0 -
13 38.5

2015-2017 California Smarter Balanced Summative Test Results
Percentage of Students Meeting or Exceeding Standard 

Data from SDUSD

       2018
   N    %

447 50.8

223 54.3
224 47.3

14 28.6
29 65.5
23 73.9
154 28.6
18 61.1
1 -
0 -
166 62.7
42 66.7

12 16.7
435 51.7
155 41.3
280 57.5

175 40.0
272 57.7

188 74.5
259 33.6

31 6.5
416 54.1 
 
1 -
0 -
9 -

Student Group

Total

Female
Male

African American
Asian
Filipino
Hispanic
Indochinese
Native American
Pacific Islander
White
Multiratial

English Learner
English-Speaking 
    Reclassified
    Initially Eng. Sp

Econ. Disadv
Non-Econ. Disadv

Gifted
Not Gifted

With Disabilities
WO Disabilities

Homeless
Foster
Military

SBAC: Mathematics
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SBAC results:

 
 Trends evident in the SBAC scores over the last three years include lower 
scores among the subgroups of Special Education and English Language Learners, 
along with the African American and Hispanic ethnic subgroups, when compared to 
the other subgroups. One positive trend, though, among these groups includes a 
slight improvement in the English Language Arts (ELA) scores of English Language 
Learners over the last three years, with more students meeting the standards and 
8.3% exceeding the standards last year. This also occurred among African-American 
students, whose percentage of students meeting and exceeding the standards went 
up by 4.7% over the last three years. Scores among Hispanic students remained rela-
tively steady in English, but dropped in Math. Special Education students’ scores took 
a big leap and then dropped back down last year in both ELA and Math, but this can 
probably be attributed to the fact that each year the test takers are a different group 
of students, because only eleventh graders take the SBAC, and each class of Special 
Education students has varying needs. In Math, one positive was a slight but steady 
gain in the scores of African-American students.
 Overall, SBAC scores over the last three years showed small gains in both ELA 
and Math from the years 2016 to 2017, but then a drop between the years 2017 and 
2018, 5.7% in ELA and 8.2% in Math.  With this in mind, when the District required the 
Prinicpals of each high school to choose two “Areas of Focus” for the year, UC High’s 
Principal made Math one of the two. Even with these losses, UC High remains among 
one of the top schools in the District and the state with regards to SBAC scores. 
 UCHS’s teachers emphasized the importance of the test with the students, 
not only in terms of how the test results make the school look, but also in terms of 
the students’ individual scores and what those scores might reflect about the student. 
SDUSD schools benefited from District-created interim exams for both math and Eng-
lish, starting in 2014-2015. Those exams were created not only to get students used 
to online testing, but also to guide instruction, and to get students used to the types 
of questions they would find on the SBAC test. Also, many teachers have reworked 
their own exams and common assessment in order that they reflect the types of ques-
tions used on the SBAC tests, including multiple choice questions that have multiple 
answers and online testing using Illuminate.

            UCHS           District             State
            2016    2017   2018      2016    2017    2018      2016    2017   2018
ELA  81% 84% 78%  65%  66% 62%  48% 48% 48%
Math  58% 60% 51%  40%  38% 37%  36% 37% 37%

Percentage of students whose scores indicate that they meet or exceed the state standards:

SBAC Results:

Data from SDUSD
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Year          2015-2016            2016-2017                      2017-2018
Course Title           Sections      Tested      Pass Rate  Sections       Tested      Pass Rate   Sections   Tested     Pass Rate
Art History  2 38 84% 1 13 77% 1 22 91%
Biology   1 32 84% 3 72 79% 3 65 75%
Calculus AB  1 29 31% 2 58 22% 2 47 32%
Calculus BC  0 4 75% 0 0  0 1 100%
Chemistry  1 32 56% 1 27 74% 1 30 73%
Chinese Language 0 2 100% 0 0  0 1 100%
Computer Science A 0 0  0 0  1 24 58%
Computer Science Prin. 0 0  2 60 83% 2 48 83% 
English Language 2 65 63% 6 186 69% 4 123 70%
English Literature 5 107 34% 6 108 49% 4 42 48%
Environmental Science 5 108 44% 7 156 45% 5 116 53% 
French Language  0 0  0 3 100% 0 0
German Language 0 1 100% 0 0 0 0 0
Italian Language  0 0  0 0  0 2 100%
Japanese Language 0 1  100% 0 0  0 0
Macroeconomics  0 0  0 0  0 1 100%
Microeconomics  0 0  0 0  0 1 100% 
Physics 1  0 0  0 0  3 69 29%
Physics C Mech  2 47 64% 1 33 76% 1 29 59%  
Psychology  5 70 27% 3 79 79% 2 40 42%
Spanish Language 1 36 97% 2 34 97% 1 33 100% 
Spanish Literature 0 0  0 0  0 0
Statistics  3 54 50% 5* 68 18% 4 69 51%
US Government & Pol. 5 150 69% 5 139 67% 5 126 88%
Studio Art  0 0  0 0  0 0 
US History  2 60 67% 2 39 72% 2 58 78%
World History  5 121 68% 4 98 78% 4 97 42%  
Total Classes   40   45 pure   45  
 
Total # of tests   957   1173   1049 
Total # of AP students  555   619   594

UCHS % students with 3+ 65.6%   68%   66.7%
CA % students with 3+  62.5%   62.3%   66.7%

AP Exams

 The Advanced Placement (AP) program at UCHS continues to provide a large 
number of students with a rigorous curriculum. The overall number of AP classes has 
increased over the last three years. While the number of students taking AP classes 
and the numbers of tests taken has grown since 2015, the percentage of students 
passing has remained relatively stable. Despite the turnover in staffing and the num-
ber of sections offered, the number of UCHS students taking AP classes/tests remains 
high. Just under a third of the total population at UCHS is enrolled in AP courses (and 
freshmen/sophomores take fewer AP courses). In 2018, seniors self-reported that 
87% passed at least one AP class with a C or higher.  

Data from the College Board

*combo classes
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 Over the last two years, students have been taking the new SAT, which has 
different benchmarks than the old version. Score percentages did drop in English 
Language Arts and Math, but there was a significant jump in the number of students 
taking the test. UC High outperforms both the state and the District by a relatively wide 
margin in both English Language arts and math on the SAT.

School Wide Student Averages SAT Scores

   Year          Tested  Verbal            Math             Total         Writing             Total
2013-14 487 518  531  1,049  508  1,511
2014-15 337 516  525  1,041  501  1,542
2015-16 314 523  535  1,058  509  1,567

Data from SDUSD

New SAT Benchmarks

   Year          Tested   Total # Meeting  % Total # Meeting  %
   ELA Benchmark   Math Benchmark
UC High
2016-17 244  224  91.8%  176   72.13%
2017-18 325  286  88%  224   69%

District
2016-17 4,773  3,507  73.5%  2,464   51.6%

State
2016-17 221,433 159,996 72.25% 112,391  50.76%

Community College Classes

 In addition to AP courses, another way for UC High students to gain college 
credit while in high school is to take one of the many Community College classes of-
fered on campus during the school day. These courses are offered three or five days 
a week and are provided by either Mesa College or Miramar College.  At present, the 
Mesa College classes offered are English 47A, English 101, Math 150, Math 151, 
Math 254 (two sections), Math 96, Math 119, and Political Science 101 and 102. Mi-
ramar College currently provides Administrative Justice (two sections), Business 100, 
Marketing, Health 101, Psychology, Communications 130, and Personal Growth 120.  
Students in these courses earn high school double-weight credit as well as  college 
credit.
 Many UCHS pathways and CCTE courses also offer Community College credit 
upon completion of a course and the taking of an exam, including ArtsTech, Engineer-
ing and Biomed.

*District and State numbers for 2017-18 are not yet available
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Level  Total   Reclass-      Adv.               Early           Intermediate   Early            Beginning  
  ified                Advanced           Intermediate 
Year             
2014 92 32        2      24        35      21     10
2015 93 24        8                 31                    34                  15                  5 
2016 103 24        4            43                         33           13                     10

CELDT Testing:

 The number of English Learners has decreased in the last three years, possibly 
due to the lack of transportation provided to the school. The percentage of English 
Learners being reclassified has remained consistent and met state targets. Beginning 
in the fall of 2017, the CELDT was phased out and replaced with the new state exam; 
English Language Proficiency Assessments for California (ELPAC).  English Learners 
new to California were administered the CELDT in the fall of 2017 for initial testing 
purposes.
 In February 2018, all enrolled English Learners took the ELPAC. The State 
measurements with ELAPC are now located on the CDE dashboard as of spring 2017. 
According to their English Learner Progress Indicator Report, out of 106 students 
tested, 79.2% scored “Well Developed,” which is an increase of 6.7% (see page 30). 

 AMAO1 % Met  AMAO2_1 AMAO2_1 AMAO2_2 AMAO2_2
 Number  AMAO 1 Number  % Attain  Number  % Attain
 in Cohort   in Cohort Eng Prof. in Cohort English Prf.
   
2013-2014   85  58.8%  33  36.4%  64  39.1%
2014-2015   82  68.3%  37  24.3%  62  53.2%
2015-2016   81  62.8%  41  41.5%  53  51.5%
2016-2017   98  63.3%  42  35.7%  45  58.4%

State target  62%    25.5%    52.8%

Title III Accountability Report

 An AMAO is a performance objective, or target, for English Language Learn-
ers that Local Education Agencies (LEAs) who receive Title III subgrants must meet 
each year. All LEAs receiving a Title III subgrant are required to meet the two English 
language proficiency AMAOs and a third academic achievement AMAO based on AYP 
information. The English language proficiency AMAOs are calculated based on data 
from the CELDT tests. Because the CELDT was discontinued in 2017, there are no 
reports after that year.
 Over the last four years of available data, the school’s ELLs for the most part 
matched or exceeded the state’s growth target rates, showing their annual progress 
in learning English. 

Data from CA Dept. of Education
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Performance  Overall Oral  Written
     Level
   % # % # % #
   Level 4:
    Well   31 20 44 28 27 17
 Developed
   Level 3:
 Moderately   34 22 31 20 30 19
 Developed
   Level 2:
 Somewhat   17 11 13 8 30 19
 Developed
   Level 1:
 Beginning  17 11 13 8 27 17

2017-2018 ELPAC Testing:

 

Grades:
     Semester 1   Semester 2
    Ds Fs Total  Ds Fs Total
2015-2016   
  9th Graders  204 194 389  155 189 344
 10th Graders  201 118 319  140 141 281
 11th Graders  140 75 215  104 125 229
 12th Graders  71 20 91  51 24 75
2016-2017   
 9th Graders  191 202 393  167 222 389
 10th Graders  243 141 384  143 134 277
 11th Graders  146 77 223  174 124 298
 12th Graders  69 38 107  86 44 130
2017-2018:   
 9th Graders  185 124 309  129 154 283
 10th Graders  182 121 303  191 189 380
 11th Graders  177 81 258  158 145 303

 Sometimes an abundance of Ds and Fs can be attributed to a particular pro-
gram or even a particular teacher, but nonetheless, ninth and tenth grade students 
are of greatest concern at UC High. The staff at UCHS realize that some decrease 
in the amount of Ds and Fs among upperclassmen may be due to attrition, but there 
seems to be a need to focus on the underclassmen. Because math tends to have the 
greatest number of students who earn Ds and Fs, it is a school focus for the year.  A 
number of math interventions are taking place: Oasis/Power Up, Community College 
Mentors, After School Math Academy, Test and Retest Options with Gail Hall, as well 
as Math PD for teacher in effective Tier I strategies: collaborative learning, checking 
for understanding through formative assessments, accountable talk, and asking guid-
ing questions (open-ended). 

Data from District Site Tech
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Dropouts and Graduation Rates:

 UC Dropout %Grad Rate State Grad Rate   District  Grad Rate
2013-2014 1.2% 97.40% 11.5% 81%  4.5% 89.7%
2014-2015 0%* 97.9%  10.7% 82.3%  3.5% 89.4%
2015-2016 .17% 97.5%  9.7% 83.8%  3.3% 91.3%
2016-2017 .6% 95.5%  9.1% 82.7%  3.7% 82.0%    
2017-2018 .5% 97.5%  9.6% 83%  4.1% 83.1%    
    

Ethnicity            2015-2016         2016-2017            2017-2018  
              Total      Rate     Dist.            Total        Rate      Dist.     Total      Rate       Dist.   
Afr.Amer. 10/17 58.8%     52.5%     6/10       60%        50.7% 9/16 56.3% 51.2%
Asian  30/35 5.7%       72.3%     32/47       68.1%     72.7%           39/49 80% 78.4%
Filipino  25/31 80.6%     64.5%     13/18       72.2%     58%       24/26 92.3% 65.8%
Hispanic  94/129 72.9%     51`%     63/126      50%        48.1% 82/123  66.7%  48.2%
Pacific Isl. 0/2 0%  46.6%     0/0                37.7% 0/0  
White   129/153 84.3%     70.5%     93/124      75%        67%  144/177 81.4% 77.6%
Other       27/29 92.6%     68.9%     16/20        80%       55.8% 37/44 84.1% 68.1%
 
Male  159/205 77.6%     55.3%       116/183    63.4%     51.7% 155/214 72.4% 55.2%
Female  157/192 81.8%     63.8%     107/162    66%        60.3% 183/225 81.3% 67.6%
      
EL  0/2  0% 21.9%        2/3        66.7%    36.5%  
Soc. Disadv 117/169 69.2% 51.6%     97/163      59.5%    48.7%% 133/199 66.8% 51.1%
 
Total  316/397 79.6%    59.6%      223/345    64.6%    56% 338/439 77% 61.2%

Graduation with A-G Requirements:

Data from CA Department of Education

 In 2017, UCHS students in all subgroups had above average percentages of 
A-G course completion compared to the District. The data indicates substantial gaps 
in the African American and Hispanic student populations when compared to their 
White and Asian American counterparts. UCHS is attempting to address this discrep-
ancy through the Power Up/OASIS and Math Academy programs. This year, UCHS is  
also are having community college students (16 of them) on their off days (no college 
class)  work with struggling students in math classes.  In addition, there was a gap 
between male and female students three years ago, but the gap seems to be closing. 
Over all three years, compared to the District, the socioeconomically disadvantaged 
students at UCHS graduated having met A-G requirements at a far higher rate.

 UC High shows a very high graduation rate, which has remained consistent 
over the last five years. Dropout percentages reflect seniors only and not students 
who continue their education elsewhere. The Credit Recovery Program and Summer 
School have allowed students to recover missing credits in time for graduation, and 
Power Up/OASIS provides support for student success.

Data from CA Department of Education

*3 continuing adult education
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Early Assessment Program (EAP):
   UCHS    District-Managed Schools
 2015  ELA  Math  ELA  Math
# of students  414  415  5,854  5,889
Ready   51.2%  29.9%  25.7%  15.0%
Conditional  34.8%  28.7%  33.3%  22.2%
Not ready  14%  41.5%  41%  62.8%

 2016
# of students  373  371  5,933  5,909
Ready   49.3%  25.6%  30.6%  15.4%
Conditional  31.6%  32.6%  34.4%  24.3%
Not ready  19.1%  41.8%  35%  60.3%

 2017
# of students  445  445  6,360  6,314
Ready   59.3%  33.7%  33.5%  17.1%
Conditional  24.3%  25.2%  32.5%  20.5%
Not ready  16.4%  44.1%  34%  62.4%

 2018
# of students  447  447  6,243  6,287
Ready   49.7%  27.7%  31.3%  16.8%
Conditional  28.2%  23.0%  30.8%  20.3%
Not ready  22.2%  49.2%  37.9%  63%

 The Early Assessment Program determines whether students in eleventh grade 
are prepared to take English and math general education college classes at California 
State Universities (CSU) and California Community Colleges (CC). Until the SBAC re-
placed the CSTs in 2015, the EAP included additional questions and a separate essay 
exam. As of 2015, with the SBAC, no additional questions or essay are required, but 
students must respond (at the conclusion of the test) that they would like their scores 
to be used for the EAP. The EAP is optional, but a few schools, including UCHS, have 
urged all students to participate for years. UCHS students outperformed the averages 
of District-managed schools, sometimes by twice as much in English Language Arts. 
The high scores may be attributed to how seriously the UCHS students, staff and com-
munity take the SBAC exam and how well students were prepared for it.
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District Support:
Total Expenditure per Pupil
              2015-16     2016-17    2017-18    2018-19
Enrollment  1821                 1799      1797      1846
Per pupil            $5,531     $5,802     $6504     $6,413
Total          $10,072,866 $10,437,711 $11,687,769 $11,838,881

Source            2015-2016 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19
Title I    $46,905 $65,209 $51,800 $0
California Partnership Aca $70,450 $22,492 $19,816 $35,936
EdUCate Foundation Grants $13,670  $12,567 $11,345 TBD
LCFF    $48,786 $99,248 $96,390 $94,100

Additional Support:

 The San Diego Unified School District funds UCHS in accordance with Board of 
Education adopted and negotiated funding and personnel allocation formulas. Enroll-
ment numbers have impacted the funding that the school receives. Three years ago, 
the school’s funding took a hit, and the allocation for front office staff was reduced, 
along with hourly time to bring in counselors in before the schoolyear starts.

 UCHS no longer has enough students qualified for free and reduced lunch 
to be allocated Title I funding. Over the years, these funds have allowed UCHS the 
acquisition of an English Language Support Teacher and the ability to staff an Power 
Up/OASIS program for struggling students. Additionally, funds were used to provide 
additional attendance help (Attendance Dean) and to provide more parent education 
outreach through use of the school’s Parent Liaison. These programs and positions 
still exist, but the school has had to be creative with the use of funds and use of finan-
cial assistance from grants, foundations and gifts.  
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Facilities:
 Although district budget cuts have forced the loss of members of the 
custodial and gardening teams, the school is still beautifully maintained. The 
UCHS custodial crew is among the best in the district, with a commitment to clean-
liness that is unparalleled. Staff and students also make an effort to maintain the 
school. Administrators and students in the Moderate/Severe Special Education self-
contained class pitch in to help clean up after lunch. Parent booster groups and local 
community church groups also volunteer to pick weeds and pick up trash.  
 Since the 2011 voter-approved funding for school improvements, UCHS has 
been under construction. The first phase included the new stadium, turf, rubberized 
track and lights. Next, the upper fields were rebuilt, creating new baseball and softball 
facilities, parking and practice fields. The entrance to the stadium, tennis and bas-
ketball courts and concessions/ticket booth area were updated next and then the en-
trance to the gym and bathrooms. During this time, grants and other funding allowed 
the engineering pathway facilities to be constructed and solar panels to be installed. 
Finally, this past summer, the front office and counseling/attendance building was 
updated and the quad area resurfaced and beautified. The Prop M, S and Z funding 
from local taxpayers has significantly improved the school’s facilities.  Many returning 
students from 2010 and before remark they can’t believe the improvements made at 
UCHS.
 In the summer of 2019, a grant was approved through the state for a 1.5 million 
dollar upgrade , and improvements will be made to the Education, Child Development 
and Family Services Pathway.  

                  
Item Inspected                    Exemplary          Good       Fair      Poor    

Systems: Gas, mechanical, sewer   X

Interior: Interior surfaces    X

Cleanliness: Overall, pest/vermin   X

Electrical: Interior/exterior      X

Restrooms/fountains: sinks, plumbing    X

Safety: Fire safety/hazardous materials  X

Structural: Damage, roofs    X

External: Playground, gates, fences   X
              
         Exemplary          Good  Fair  Poor
Overall Summary      
 96.47%                  X

The District’s Physical 
Plan Operations de-
partment has noted the 
repairs needed in this 
category and has sched-
uled the necessary cor-
rections or repaired

 11/15/17 Repair Status
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Chapter Two: 
Significant Changes
District: 
 Superintendent Cindy Marten has led the District from July of 2013 until the 
present. During these years, schools in the District have been implementing Com-
mon Core and Next Generation Science standards.  Since 2016, the District focus for 
Professional Development for teachers has shifted from implementing Common Core 
standards to a more focused approach using Marzano’s Critical Concepts. The District 
during this time has brought together teachers in core subject areas and held what 
they call Capacity Builders trainings. Each school is asked to send one or two teach-
ers to each of the trainings. These teachers in turn report back the information to their 
departments. Over the last two years, the District has asked each core department in 
ELA, Science, and Math to develop common units, ensuring there is a Guaranteed Vi-
able Curriculum (GVC) for all students. Established GVC units and their assessments 
allow students equal access to the same levels of rigor in alike courses.
 In prior years, the Area Superintendents worked with area cluster schools K-12. 
In 2018, the District realigned the management of schools and assigned one Area 
Superintendent to oversee all high schools in the District. This new design has been 
created to allow for differentiated learning (PD) for high school principals.    
 This year, Area Superintendents for the District asked each principal to do a 
data analysis for his or her school. The object of this task was to determine two areas 
of focus for the school. The two foci identified for UCHS were: 1) the number of stu-
dents being unsuccessful in Math; and 2) the number of students expressing social 
and emotional concerns.
  With two areas of focus identified for each school, each principal was asked to 
determine the root causes for these areas of need.  Determining these causes then 
allowed each principal to develop a strategic plan to help their schools address the 
determined areas of need. While UCHS boasts some of the top assessment scores 
and grades in the District, the area of math proficiency and failure rate in math courses 
continues to be a deficiency for the school.  The annual Healthy Kids Student Survey 
results showed a concerning number of students expressing anxiety, depression, and 
suicidal ideation. With the concerning reported numbers, the counseling team recom-
mended adding greater supports and interventions in the area of mental health for 
UCHS students. 
 After determining the two areas of focus at their various schools, principals 
were asked to spend the majority of the 2018-2019 school year working on their stra-
tegic plans and their areas of focus. With this shift in expectations for leadership, Prin-
cipal Olivero divvied up many of the duties that, in the past, were his, and has given 
these jobs to the vice principals, counselors, and office staff. His role for the school is 
now primarily to be the instructional leader, visiting classrooms and leading staff PD.   
 Since 2013, all principals in the District have been attending professional de-
velopment meetings known as the Principal’s Institute and Learning Labs. Sessions 
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are held every other month and include classroom walk-throughs at sites, as 
well as all-day trainings at the University of San Diego. The trainings are fo-
cused on developing the Learning Cycles:
 A. How do we develop an academic, social and physical environment 
               worthy of our children?
 B. How do we create classrooms that are alive with collaborative 
               conversations?
 C. How do we create the learning conditions that maximize the potential 
               that lies within the variability of all learners? 
 D. How do we develop students who take an active stance in their own 
               learning and the learning of others? 

Enrollment: 
 UC High’s student population has had a few shifts over the last three years. 
One trend is a drop in the number of Hispanic students enrolled at the school by about 
5%. This may be attributed to the District cutting back on the number of students 
they allow to attend UCHS via a school bus. There is now less bussing in the San 
Diego Unified School District as the District desires students to stay and attend their 
own local neighborhood schools. The view is that many of the stronger students bus 
away from their home schools and this drains the positive modeling that might occurs 
in some neighborhood schools had these students stayed at their home schools. In 
years past, UCHS had 8 buses transporting around 393 students. This year there are 
6 busses transporting 277 students. With fewer students on the bus, there are realisti-
cally fewer Hispanic students attending UCHS.  
There also has been a decline in the number of students qualifying for free and re-
duced lunch over the last three years and the school no longer qualifies as a Title I 
school. While 40% is the cutoff margin for this status, UCHS has only 38% of students 
who presently qualify under the free and reduced lunch guidelines.  
 A definite trend can be seen in the amount of students identified as GATE Clus-
ter and GATE Seminar. Over the past three years, the numbers have virtually doubled. 
This may be attributed to a rise in the number of students who choose to attend UC 
High via the District’s School Choice option.  The School Choice option allows a cer-
tain number of students attend UCHS if their parents provide their own transportation 
to and from school.  Annually, there is a waiting list of 500 or more students who sign 
up to attend UCHS.  However, seeking to keep students in their neighborhood schools, 
the District only permits UCHS 170 new student slots to invite in from the Choice list 
each school year. Over the years, around 45% of the students attending UCHS come 
from a different part of San Diego and do not live in the immediate community.    

Funding: 
 One significant change in school funding is the loss of Title I status. The school 
was eligible in 2015-2016, having at least 40% of students eligible for free and re-
duced lunch. After being given a waiver for the 2016-2017 year, the designation and 
its funding was taken away after the 2017-2018 school year. This funding was used 
to support on campus programs such as the Oasis/Power-up program for at-risk stu-
dents. Title I funds were also used to fund a parent liaison for the school, communica-
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tion tools and celebration gatherings with parents. The school has had to find 
creative ways to fund these positions and activities now, such as using grant 
money from the EdUCate Foundation. Also, to assist with losses due to budget 
cuts, UC High has gained the help of community volunteers, like the “Senior Cents,” 
who are retirees from the community who help with supervision and visit classrooms 
to create bonds with staff and students.
 In 2017-18 and 2018-19, front office staffing hours were cut to save District 
funds. Much of the reduction has occurred via required furlough days. Principals were 
cut 13 days from their work year, vice principals three days, custodial 17 days, and 
classified staff 10 days. The collective loss of hours is a reduction which means 3,300 
fewer support hours than was afforded in the 2015-16 school year budget.  

Schedule: 
 Until this year, UC High has had a schedule that included early-out Wednes-
days. Students were sent home early so that staff could work collaboratively around 
PD initiatives. This year, after a Site Governance Team (SGT) decision, the school 
changed to late-start Wednesdays. This decision was made, in part, because of the 
ample studies that have shown that teenagers need more sleep and do better in 
school if their day starts later. There have been challenges, including numerous tar-
dies, as drivers and busses negotiate the traffic at a different time of morning. There 
have also been benefits, including students reporting to enjoy one day a week to sleep 
in. 
 On these late-start Wednesdays, the staff continues to hold various Staff Meet-
ings, PDs, Department PLCs, Staff Enrichment Days and Student-Intervention Days, 
at which times students can go to teachers’ classrooms for tutoring, study sessions, 
or help with assignments. The only difference this year is that the meetings are held 
before school rather than after school.

Staff: 
 UC High has had a turnover of 33 teachers since the visit three years ago. 
Eight of these staff members retired, three transferred to become administrators at 
other schools, two were pink slipped by the District due to budget cuts, three left for 
careers outside of teaching, four moved out of the city or state and the others trans-
ferred to other locations (some by choice and some not). Sometimes transitions of this 
type are smooth and easy and sometimes they are difficult. The three staff members 
who moved to administrative jobs elsewhere were all beloved staff members. Science 
Department Chair Tara Howell, who became a Vice Principal, was instrumental in the 
success of UC High’s very collaborative science department. Dr. Brian Josten started 
the Marine Corps JROTC program at UC High and was highly respected and loved by 
the many students enrolled in the program. Luckily, the new director is talented and 
also very popular with the students. Vice Principal Michael Paredes (who became a 
principal at a school for homeless youth in Downtown San Diego) was adored by staff 
and students at UC High and is sorely missed. Lucky, his replacement, Mr. Alex Vil-
lalobos, is fitting in splendidly and is enjoying the move from middle to high school. 
The director who started the Project Lead the Way BioMed program at UC High, Elie 
Vandiver, was one of the retirees also, but luckily, she trained and left behind extreme-
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ly capable and excellent teachers in her place.

Programs: 
 One significant opening we have had each year since the last visit has been 
in the newly-adopted Engineering pathway at UC High. The school obtained a state-
of-the-art facility and computer lab for the very popular pathway, but unfortunately, 
has had a new teacher for each year of its existence, possibly due to the fact that 
the school was able to hire, in all three cases, skilled Engineers, but none had gone 
through a teacher-education program. This year, the school hired Mr. Brandon Tarrac, 
who is trained as an Engineer and a teacher and is quite committed to the program. 
The students this year are excited and energized about the program, and it looks like 
it will become an even more popular pathway in the future.
 Another change since the last visit was the addition of a Computer Science 
pathway. The courses are Foundations for IT, AP Computer Science Principles, and 
AP Computer Science A (or Game Design, which is not currently offered). This path-
way is also quickly gaining popularity among UC students.
 There has also been the addition of Technical Theatre as the first course in a 
CTE pathway following the Arts, Media, and Entertainment strand in Technical The-
atre. This course is being taught for the first time this year and may expand as there 
were almost 80 students who requested it last spring. Students  learn lighting, sound, 
stage and set/prop design, dramaturgy, stage marketing and promotion, and other 
concepts related to technical theatre. 
 The BioMed pathway continues to be popular at UC High and has expanded. 
Three years ago, there were about 25 graduating seniors, two years ago there were 
around 50 and last year there were 74, which meant they placed 74 students out in 
the field for 12-week internships, which was very difficult and not sustainable, espe-
cially now that other schools have the program and UC High must compete to place 
the interns. Therefore, although the program averages 120 applicants each year, they 
chose to limit the incoming ninth grade students to two classes this year, to avoid the 
internship dilemma in the future. 
 The ArtsTech pathway made a couple of changes over the last three years. 
They changed the tenth grade course, Design in Mixed Media 1-2, to Foundations 
in Visual Arts and Design 1-2, which is a CTE course that is A-G approved (F: Visual 
and Performing Arts requirement). They also added a new eleventh grade US History 
teacher to their program. 
 Over the last two and a half years (2016-2019) there has been a major effort to 
increase the number of students taking Advanced Placement, Honors Courses, and 
Community College Classes. UCHS has taken steps to identify students who have 
not been in advanced level courses in the past, but have been recommended by one 
or more teachers and have recruited them to tryout at least one of the more rigorous 
courses, believing they can be successful.  Addressing equity and access to classes 
for students has resulted in a surge in the number of students taking these courses for 
the first time. The largest increase in students taking advanced classes is through the 
school’s community college offerings. UCHS offers 18 different community courses 
(32 classes) on campus for students.   
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Departments: 
 The Science Department has undergone some significant shifts in the 
past three years. The biggest is the District’s decision to eliminate Earth Sci-
ence as a course and to adopt the 3-course model outlined in the Next Generation 
Science Standards. This change has required teachers to learn new curriculum as 
Earth Science is now woven into Biology, Physics and Chemistry. This is also the 
first  year in which science testing counts towards the state dashboard. This testing 
assumes that students have taken all three courses. This means all students are  es-
sentially being steered into Biology, Physics and Chemistry. Before, they had to take 
Biology and Physics or Chemistry, plus a third year, which was often Earth Science or 
Marine Science for struggling students. Also, the Science Department made the deci-
sion to no longer offer Advanced Physics and to offer AP Physics 1 instead. 
 At the District level, science is being supported with one resource teacher for 
the entire District in K-12 science. However, even with limited resources, teachers 
have been offered training. The District’s Capacity Builders program for science al-
lows one teacher to be trained per session, on NGSS topics, and that teacher brings 
back the information to the Department. Last year, the Chemistry teachers had three-
days of District-sponsored PD on the first few segments of the course. In addition, 
the District identified critical concepts with levels, which again shifted the focus and 
planning. UC High Science teachers are working on creating course-specific com-
mon assessments for these concepts in their late-start Wednesday Department PLCs. 
Science PLC’s have mostly moved to a course-alike model where teachers work in 
subject areas (Biology, Physics, Chemistry) to create common assignments and as-
sessments.
 For the last two years, the English Department has sent two teachers at a time 
to the District’s Capacity Builders Professional Development sessions. Those teach-
ers report back to the Department at Department PLCs and share the information 
learned. During the 2016-2017 school year, UC High’s English Department collabora-
tively chose common assessments for each grade level. After implementation of these 
assessments during the 2017-2018 school year, the Department found issues with the 
SBAC online testing system, which was used for grades 9, 10, and 11. Specifically, 
teachers found fault with the SBAC system’s inability to retrieve and aggregate the 
data adequately for reflection and evaluation. This year, the department’s desire to re-
form these assessments coincided with new demands from the District. Building off a 
prior year of pilot units, SDUSD required development and implementation of common 
assessments using the 14 critical concepts developed by Marzano Research. Thus, 
the English Department incorporated the concepts into the collaborative development 
of common assessments for units immediately implemented during the 2018-2019 
school year. These units are being built around a shared essential question, particular 
critical concepts, and a common end assessment.    
 In Social Studies, there was a move from the old state standards to a new Dis-
trict Framework that takes into account Common Core State Standards and adds a 
new emphasis on social justice and awareness, creating informed citizens, and mak-
ing society more equitable, along with adding the environment and geography to the 
curriculum. As in English, math and science, social studies teachers have been sent 
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to Capacity Builders trainings and report back to their departments what they 
have learned and share lesson plans and activities in which they participated at 
the training. As with the other subjects, Marzano’s Critical Concepts are empha-
sized, but there has also been training on the new Framework, differentiating learning, 
cultural awareness and pedagogy. This year, as in the other core subjects, at Depart-
ment PLCs, social studies teachers with common courses are collaborating with each 
other to write lesson plans, create common units, and write common assessments 
using Marzano’s Critical Concepts. The idea is that no matter what teacher’s class 
students are in, they will be learning the same material. Although there has been talk 
of a Social Studies standardized test being added to the SBAC testing, none has as 
yet been piloted.
 As mentioned multiple times, math is one of the school’s foci this year, so there 
have been some definite changes when it comes to the Math Department. First of 
all, there has been a more concerted effort from administration to cohort classes so 
that those teachers who teach the same level have common prep periods in order to 
collaborate. This year marked the majority of math teachers keeping the same class 
levels as the previous year, which is an improvement from years past. This benefits 
all stakeholders, as teachers are able to continue with materials developed during 
the year and improve from the year before. Mathematics Diagnostic Testing Project 
(MDTP) testing went from paper to online, allowing data to be more readily available 
for analysis by administration and teachers alike. Common assessments are slowly 
being implemented, with pullout days by cohort to develop assessments throughout 
the year. Capacity Builders has been offered by the District for a few years and UC 
High math teachers have attended these meetings. Participants share out with the 
department what new policies / strategies / coursework are being considered by the 
District. Unfortunately, Capacity Builders for math was canceled this year. Also, this 
year, fewer AP Calculus courses are being offered, partly due to improved placement 
and readiness testing, and partly due to increased enrollment in comparable com-
munity college courses on campus. The District’s and school’s current focus on math 
as of this year is due to the phenomenon of stagnant SBAC math scores. In the place 
of Capacity Builders this year, high school leadership labs include administration and 
math teachers in the District coming together with District-hired consultants to prob-
lem-solve and implement solutions as catalysts for improvement.
 Special Education has added a position and, therefore, there are more co-
teachers available to be in classrooms to assist with lessons and give one-on-one 
attention to students.
 The World Language Department has added a course, Spanish for Spanish 
Speakers 5/6. They have also started giving a Spanish Placement Test during the 
summer to new freshmen and transfer students. The goal of the test is to have stu-
dents start Spanish at the highest level in which they will be able to succeed. It is im-
portant to offer it before school starts to place them in the right level to minimize any 
schedule changes later. It is also important to note that the state no longer allows stu-
dents to retake a class unless they fail it, so if that student took Spanish 3-4 in middle 
school, he/she cannot retake that class in high school unless he/she failed the class.  
 PE has had a change in the last few years. Students now only take the Fitness 
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Gram in ninth grade. If they pass during their ninth grade year, they can sign 
the two-year PE exemption their ninth grade year and postpone their second 
year of PE until their junior or senior year. If they do not pass the Fitness Gram 
in ninth grade, they must take PE their tenth grade year but can do the two-year 
exemption when they turn 16 regardless of whether they pass the test or not. Most 
students turn 16 their tenth grade year, but for some (those who do not turn 16 until 
summer), they must enroll in PE as eleventh graders. Essentially, the District is say-
ing that students no longer have to remain in PE until they pass the Fitness Gram. 
However, they still need four semester credits for graduation and Passing the Fitness 
Gram allows students to postpone their sophomore year of PE if they wish to. Those 
who do not pass as ninth graders don’t have that option. This will impact PE courses 
in the future in that the number of kids enrolled in PE will come down as a result by 
100 students or so. 
 For Second Language Learners, the District has purchased the full suite of 
National Geographic and CENGATGE’s EDGE curriculum for English Language De-
velopment. UCHS’ ELD teacher has been trained in EDGE and piloted it at another 
high school in the District for two weeks this past summer. He is currently using it in 
his two ELD classes. 

Saturday (Success) School: 
 Saturday School curriculum has changed dramatically over the last three years.  
Students who attend are taking classes in Arts, Crafts, Sewing, Cooking, Chess, and 
more. They are taking field trips around the county to see Museums, clean beaches, 
and see historical monuments. The reason for the change was to get students moti-
vated to attend, not only to get their attendance records cleared, but to provide them 
enriching experiences not always offered through traditional course curriculums. Stu-
dent attendance at Saturday School also provides a means for the school to recoup 
the dollars lost from student absences. The District approved a plan negotiated by 
UC High’s principal, so that the partial funds earned back do not go back to the Dis-
trict solely, but back to the school as well. The recouped funds have been used to 
purchase everything from reams of paper for the copy room, to teacher supplies, to 
journals for the English Department, to busses for field trips.

Technology: 
 Over the last three years, most teachers with i21 classrooms (core subject ar-
eas) have gotten updated carts of student Netbooks or ChromeBooks. Teachers in i21 
classrooms have also received new Netbooks for use with their Promethean Boards. 
Access to technology for students at UCHS is considerable and robust.  

Facilities: 
 It seems construction is forever ongoing at UC High. This year, in the fall, the 
front office received major construction upgrades. One of the most important upgrades 
has been the counselors and vice principals getting offices that are individualized so 
that student privacy can be maintained. Also, the vice principals, campus police offi-
cer and head counselors received offices with windows and doors that open up to the 
Quad Area, for easier access to the lunch area and student life. 
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 Since the last WASC Team visit, the entire upper level athletic/PE fields 
have been redone. Team practice and game areas have been relocated, new 
bathrooms added, a new entrance to the stadium and new concession stands 
created, alongside major upgrades to the gym and locker-room facilities. 
 Over the last seven years, over 15 million dollars have been spent upgrading 
the school -- which includes ADA specifications. 
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Chapter Three: 
Ongoing School Improvement 
 Each year, when the staff meets prior to the start of the school year and on 
additional staff development days, Principal Jeff Olivero shares school-wide achieve-
ment data with staff and uses various hands-on activities in order to get staff to think 
about UC High’s cycles of continuous improvement plan. He shares data in the form 
of charts and graphs, asking for staff to think about trends in the data. He asks staff 
to examine the data and identify areas in need of improvement. SBAC, SAT, AP, EAP, 
CELDT, grades and other scores (over a period of three to six years) have been 
shared at these meetings. Each school year opening, the principal also asks staff to 
evaluate how the school is doing in the effort to prepare students to be college and 
career ready in the 21st Century (using the Steps for Success).  
 Within Departments, during late-start/early-out Wednesdays, Department 
PLCs look at individual scores of their students from the previous and current years 
and get in course-alike groups to discuss differences in student and teacher scores. 
UC High’s Testing Coordinator, Gail Hall, visits with all Departments and helps teach-
ers learn how to download achievement data in various forms through IIluminate and 
from other sources, like the CAASP website. 
 The District purchased the FAST reading assessment program this year, and 
English teachers had all students take this test in the fall. The testing coordinator 
made sure that all teachers had access to the scores to better understand who is 
reading at grade level and who may need some additional assistance.  For example, 
a science teacher can download the scores of all of his or her period one students and 
know who has high or low reading levels. This can be of assistance when it comes 
to knowing how much scaffolding might need to be done for particular classes and/or 
students. The administration held a PD at a school-wide Staff Meeting for all teachers 
in October, in which reading strategies were discussed as well as how teachers can 
help their students learn how to best navigate a textbook in any subject area.
 Departments are also informed about implementation and monitoring of the 
Schoolwide Action Plan through representatives on the Instructional Counsel (IC). 
Administrators, Department Chairs and other school leaders meet once a month to 
discuss instructional and other important issues at the school. Instructional Coun-
sel members then report back to the Departments with important information or ask 
Department members for their opinions or input on various issues, which are then 
brought back to the next IC meeting.
 Parents are informed about student achievement data, the Action Plan, and 
any new foci for the year through PTSA meetings and through the weekly email and 
phone message “Weekly Updates,” from the principal. Similar information is shared 
through the SGT and School Site Counsel (SSC) meetings. According to the Parent 
Survey, parents do feel that they are well informed and a part of the decision-making 
process at UC High.
 Each year, in the summer or fall, the administration creates a new, revised 
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Schoolwide Action Plan that reflects the budgets, programs, staff and District 
changes that have occurred for that school year. For the last 15 years, the Ac-
tion Plan at UC High has always been written specifically to address the Critical 
Areas for Follow-up recommended by the last WASC Visiting Team to evaluate the 
school. The “Goals” in the Action Plan each year include all of the areas addressed by 
the team, along with additional material taken from the SPSA.
 In summary, staff meetings, department meetings, parent meetings, early-out/
late start Wednesday PLCs and staff development pull-out days have been used to 
address all aspects of the Action Plan. Staff members have worked collaboratively, 
individually and as a whole school to plan and implement elements of the Action Plan 
and to address the Critical Areas for Follow-up. Evidence has been collected to create 
an Evidence Binder to demonstrate actions taken during the three years since the last 
WASC visit. 
 The process to prepare this report included gathering evidence over the last 
three years to be included in the Evidence Binder. All departments (including coun-
seling, administration and classified) and almost every teacher on staff at the time 
provided material for the Evidence Binder. This provided a concrete way to remind 
teachers each year of the Action Plan goals and Critical Area for Follow-up. The Self 
Study Coordinator worked with the Site Tech, Parent Liaison and administration over 
the summer of 2018 to gather all of the data needed to update Chapter One. Members 
of the Leadership Team (Department Chairs, Head Counselors and administration) 
helped with the commentary about the data in Chapter One and the writing of Chap-
ters Two-Five.
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Chapter Four: 
Progress on Critical Areas for Follow-up / School-
wide Action Plan 
2016 Interim Visiting Committee’s Identified Critical Areas for Follow-up:

1. UCHS staff will incorporate the use of Illuminate to improve teaching and learning.
2. UCHS staff will improve student-centered instructional practices and continue to 
develop and implement programs to enhance supports for students considered under-
performing.
3. UCHS staff will continue to work together to achieve equity of access for all students 
by providing 1) increased access to the most rigorous curriculum, 2) timely academic 
interventions, and 3) common experiences for students across common courses.
4. UCHS staff will continue to participate in professional development opportunities 
focusing on  implementing Common Core and NGSS strategies to improve teaching 
and learning.
5. UCHS staff will continue to develop meaningful connections with students in order 
to create an academic, physical and social environment to meet the needs of all stu-
dents.
6. UCHS staff will consistently use common classroom student achievement data to 
improve teaching and learning.  

The School Wide Action Plan of University City High School addresses four 
goals, within which all six Critical Area for Follow-up are included.

Goal 1: (Critical Areas for Follow-up 1 and 6)

 The UCHS staff will analyze common assessment results and formative  
 and summative data, with the help of Illuminate and Google Classroom,  
 to revise, evaluate, refine and determine the effectiveness of high levels. 

Action Steps to Accomplish Data/Technology Targets:

1. Every year, teachers analyzed the progress of their current and/or former stu-
dents over a period of two-three years using any PSAT, SAT, AP, SBAC, EAP, CELDT, 
and grades data, in order to determine patterns of student achievement for the pur-
pose of revising curriculum decisions and instructional practices. This sometimes hap-
pened in whole-school Staff Meetings, especially in August before the start of school, 
but most often occurred in PLC Department Meetings, sometimes under the guidance 
of the Testing Coordinator.

2. Core Department teachers worked with course-alike colleagues to develop mul-
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tiple units and assessments meant to determine the degree of student learning 
in their courses. Over the last three years, different core Departments were at 
different stages of creation and implementation. Three years ago, most De-
partments were using district-created and/or SBAC practice interims for the purpose 
of common assessments, but over the last two years, especially because of Capacity 
Builders, and the focus on Marzano’s Critical Concepts, site-created units and as-
sessments have become the norm. Core Departments have used Department Meet-
ing time and pull-out days to create assessments, compare data, and determine the 
degree to which students are learning in order to guide their decisions about teaching 
and learning. 

3. Educator Effectiveness Grant Funds were used from 2016-2018 and District 
Title III funds for 2018-2019 to pay for substitutes to allow teachers release time to at-
tend professional growth opportunities and to score common assessments.

4. All three years, the coordinator/teacher of the OASIS/Power Up program has 
analyzed the grades of students in the program in order to determine student success 
and to determine if additional interventions were/are needed. This data and analysis 
has been shared with administration and counselors each semester.

5. Math teachers were notified about the names of students who attended the 
after-school Math Academy Program each year. Teachers then could use this data to 
have personal conversations with students, offering them encouragement and addi-
tional opportunities to demonstrate mastery of standards.

6. Annually, seniors have been given the “Steps for Success” student survey to 
determine the percentage of students who have mastered each step. Scores are used 
each year to determine whether UCHS is better preparing students for 21 Century 
demands (college/career readiness and success).

7. Beginning this year, all students in grades 9-11 were given the FAST reading 
assessment, which was purchased by the District in an effort make student reading 
levels easily accessible to all teachers. In Department Meetings, the Testing Coordi-
nator trained teachers of all core subject areas on how to access these scores, so that 
they could address the issue of reading comprehension in their particular subjects. 
The realization that some students may be struggling with reading the textbook rather 
that the content also lead the administration to address reading across the curriculum 
at a staff PD this year, at which time the staff was asked to think about and discuss 
ways in which textbooks are designed to help students comprehend the material and 
how teaches can assist students who are struggling with reading the material.

8. As more and more teachers become technologically savvy and as younger 
teachers join the ranks, students are finding more and more of their assignments and 
exams are in the digital format. Using Illuminate and Google Classroom have allowed 
teachers to look more easily and carefully at student data regarding their individual 
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class assignments, and the analysis of that data is often provided for them at 
the click of a button. Teachers can see when lessons really worked and when 
re-teaching needs to occur. 

9. Over the last three years, the PTSA/Principal Coffee, SSGT and SSC meetings 
were used to define and explain to the community any and all new data, as well as 
how well the school is doing with regards to achievement gains for all students.

Impact on Student Achievement (Data/Technology):

 The analysis of standardized test data, survey data, district-assembled data 
and UCHS’s own site-created common assessment data informs UCHS staff not only 
about the student clientele and their needs, but also about where teachers need to 
change and improve when it comes to instructional practices and student learning. In 
an effort to ensure that all students are performing at high levels, UC High continues 
to align and strengthen courses through the use of common pacing guides, common 
units, course-alike planning, vertical teaming, and common assessments. The Capac-
ity Builders trainings and new district focus on Marzano’s Critical Concepts and the 
expectation that core teachers create units of study and common assessments has 
energized teachers and moved them farther along towards true collaboration than 
ever before.  

Goal 2: (Critical Area for Follow-up 2)

 The UCHS staff will develop, implement, review and revise instructional  
 practices (focusing on student-centeredness) to close the achievement  
 gaps identified between the sub populations while maintaining the   
 current achievement levels of students scoring 800+ on the API (or 86%  
 or higher for ELA standards exceeded or met, versus ELA standards not  
 met or nearly met 14%. Or 59% or higher for Math standards exceeded  
 or met, versus Math standards not met or nearly met 41%.) 

Action Steps to Accomplish instructional Practice/Achievement Gap Target:

1. The UCHS staff allotted release time all three years (12 Department PD days 
per year) on early-out and late-start Wednesdays in order that teachers could use this 
opportunity to meet with their colleagues and work to improve instructional practic-
es. This Department PD time was used for teachers who attended Capacity Builders 
trainings to report back what they learned (which included materials, relevant articles, 
lesson plans, unit and common assessment planning tools and discussion ideas), for 
course-alike teachers to discuss successes and struggles with common units and as-
sessments, for teachers to discuss data with respect to instructional strategies, and 
for teachers to address concerns and ideas for addressing the needs about underper-
forming students.
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2. The UCHS administration used allotted release time all three years (10 
PD days per year) on early-out and late-start Wednesdays to conduct month-
ly Staff Meetings and staff-wide PDs. Most Staff Meetings since 2016, and 
all Staff Meetings this year, included Professional Development opportunities for the 
whole staff, created by the District or UCHS administration, regarding various topics 
that were deemed necessary for UCHS staff because of either the District foci, the 
school’s foci, the Healthy Kids survey, or the school’s data. Improving instructional 
practices and closing the achievement gap were continually addressed throughout 
these PDs.

3. Starting in 2017-2018, the UCHS staff structured six early-out/late start Wednes-
days to be “intervention days,” at which time students would be able to meet with their 
teachers to make up missing work, retake assessments, and have one-on-one time, 
get tutoring and/or go over missed concepts.

4. In 2016-2018, Educator Effectiveness Grant Funds were used to pay for sub-
stitutes to allow teachers release time to attend professional growth opportunities and 
to score common assessments. This year (2018-2019), Title III funds are being used 
for this purpose. 

5. Starting in 2017-2018, the master schedule was tailored to allow six content 
area teachers in math, English and science common prep time to allow for more co-
ordinated conversations around building common units and assessments in order to 
enhance instructional practices and close the achievement gap. In 2018-2019, with a 
school focus on math, common preps for course-alike math teachers continued when 
possible.

6. Saturday School (Success School) has continued all three years, as has be-
come an enrichment opportunity for students. Under-performing and at risk students 
may find these opportunities to be another way to connect with the school.

7. The after-school Math Academy has continued to provide additional instruction 
and tutoring in math all three years. Students who take advantage of this opportunity 
can get one-on-one instruction from teachers, volunteers and peers, experiencing a 
variety of instructional practices. 

8. In order to continue to work to close the achievement gap these past three 
years, counselors have placed UCHS’s most at-risk students in a targeted interven-
tion class (OASIS/ Power Up) which has provided both peer tutoring in core subjects 
and mentoring. This year, in order to bolster the mentoring, students taking Commu-
nity College classes on campus, who had periods off two days a week, were asked 
to volunteer during that time off to assist students in math classes. Over 17 students 
decided to participate and the extra support is helping UCHS students. From these 
efforts and focus on math, the number of D’s and F’s are significantly lower in Math I 
and Math II this year.
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9. Starting in 2016, new Applied Special Education courses with specially 
designed curriculum were introduced. The goal is to enhance transitional skill 
building to prepare Special Education students for post high school.

10.  Since 2017, students and teachers have been asked to take an online work-
shop unit (survey questions and a series of video links) to increase awareness of 
Carol Dweck’s Growth Mindset Approach to teaching and learning. The workshop 
unit is meant to shape conversations around encouraging all students to take more 
advanced classes (Honors, AP, and Community College).

11. Starting in 2017-2018, two late-start/early-out Wednesdays were set aside to 
give teachers the opportunity to work on individual or content area growth initiatives. 
The idea is to allow time for growth mindset opportunities not just for students, but 
staff as well.    

12. From 2016-2018, UCHS administrators adjusted the teacher evaluation sys-
tem to allow educators an opportunity to pursue their own professional and/or per-
sonal goals that would positively influence teaching and learning at the school.

13.  In order to examine instructional practices, in 2017-2018, administrators lead 
teachers through an exercise where staff members reviewed the school’s Rubber 
Band Theory, and how this practice could influence a teacher’s grading system, ask-
ing teachers to examine how various homework/grading policies could support or hin-
der a growth-mindset approach to learning. Teachers were requested to turn in a copy 
of their course syllabi indicating their professional practices, including how they were 
providing students multiple opportunities to demonstrate growth in learning.  

14.  In 2017-2018, at risk students from the Class of 2021 were identified using 
grades and low scores tied to ELA assessment in the area of nonfiction reading. The 
plan was to pull them from their elective courses in order to receive instruction in 
specialized reading strategies to enhance comprehension in content areas courses. 
While we were able to identify the students, over commitment in other areas did not 
permit the school to do specialized pullouts for these students.  

15. UCHS has continued to have a UC PALS Program (Peer Assistance) for the 
past three years in order to help students with school transition, problem solving and 
mediation, and tutoring. 

16. Over the last three years, the PTSA/Principal Coffee, SGT and SSC meetings 
were used to define and explain to the community any changes or additions to instruc-
tional practices at the school due to new District policies or trends.
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Impact on Student Achievement (Instructional Practices/Achievement 
Gap):
 As a result of our School Wide Action Plan, our targeted PDs at Staff 
Meetings and early-out/late-start Wednesdays and shifts in the District’s  foci, the 
overall sense of collaboration, buy-in and understanding that the staff is here to serve 
the students has been solidified since 2016. The push by the District to align curricu-
lum in course-alikes and create common units and assessments has meant that there 
has been more discussion and evaluation of instructional practices among teachers 
than in the past.
 Although the SBAC scores in both ELA and Math far exceed the District and 
state averages, UCHS’s scores continue to show an achievement gap for certain sub-
populations. Trends evident in the SBAC scores over the last three years include lower 
scores among the subgroups of Special Education and English Language Learners, 
along with the African American and Hispanic ethnic subgroups, when compared to 
the other subgroups. 
 UCHS fell short of the overall targeted goal of reaching 86% or higher for ELA 
standards exceeded or met on the SBAC for the past three years, achieving 81% in 
2016, 84% in 2017 and 78% in 2018, but came closer to the goal of 59% or higher 
in Math, achieving 58% in 2016, 60% in 2017, and then 51% in 2018. One positive 
trend, though, among these groups includes a slight improvement in the English Lan-
guage Arts (ELA) scores of English Language Learners over the last three years, with 
more students meeting the standards and 8.3% exceeding the standards last year. 
This also occurred among African-American students, whose percentage of students 
meeting and exceeding the standards went up by 4.7% over the last three years. 
Scores among Hispanic students remained relatively steady in English, but dropped in 
Math. Special Education students’ scores took a big leap and then dropped back down 
last year in both ELA and Math, but this can probably be attributed to the fact that each 
year the test takers are a different group of students, because only eleventh graders 
take the SBAC, and each class of Special Education students has varying needs. In 
Math, one positive was a slight but steady gain in the scores of African-American stu-
dents.

Goal 3: (Critical Areas for Follow-up 3 and 5)

 UCHS will continue to work to develop meaningful connections with   
 students and achieve equity of access for all students by increasing  
 access to the most rigorous classes, providing timely academic 
 interventions and common experiences for students across

Action Steps to Accomplish Student Connections, Rigor, Equity and Common 
Experience Target:

1. The district-wide implementation of UC/CSU a-g admission course require-
ments for graduation means all students are required to take two years of a world 
language and pass the equivalent of second-year Algebra.
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2. Over the last three years, students have taken an online survey cre-
ated by Equal Opportunity Schools (EOS) in order to determine what hurdles 
have stood in the way of them taking Advanced Placement (AP) classes and 
what supports they might need to take such classes. The UCHS staff in turn took an 
online EOS survey that asked them to recommend students in their courses who they 
believe could be successful in an AP class. The results from these surveys were used 
to identify 10th and 11th grade students who had never taken an AP class and those 
students were invited to a meeting meant to convince them to take one of UC High’s 
most rigorous courses. Because over 93% of students surveyed each year say that 
they want to attend a two or four-year college after high school, the goal is to have 
93% of students take an AP class before graduation.

3. An Advanced Studies meeting was held in the quad during school hours each 
year for tenth and eleventh grade students identified by teachers as eligible to take 
an AP course for the first time. The purpose of the meetings were to encourage these 
students to consider taking an Honors, AP or community College Course the follow-
ing year.  The meetings were run by students who were currently in these courses so 
that students could speak first-hand to those students currently in the classes about 
what kind of planning and effort is needed to be successful in UCHS advanced studies 
courses.  

4. Over the last three years, the incoming ninth grader orientation program has 
transformed from an articulation and parent meeting into a special experience created 
for the eighth graders, provided by counselors, teachers and students. Since 2017-
2018, the eighth grade students attending Standley Middle School have been invited 
to walk down to the school for a day that includes a pep rally style presentation with 
performances from drumline, colorguard, dance teams and cheer, along with infor-
mative booths provided by various clubs. They are also provided with a presentation 
about the school and the various programs and pathways available to them.

5. Fall and spring meetings were held each year to inform parents about the rigor 
of AP and Honors classes along with the expectations for students in order that they 
are successful in these classes, along with “a-g” requirements required for graduation.

6. The UCHS website includes a page that shows a schedule that includes all 
teachers’ tutoring times in order that students and parents will know where and when 
they can obtain assistance outside of the regular classroom hours. 

7. For the last three years, in Department PLCs, teachers were asked to compare 
grading percentages between course-alike teachers to determine whether they are 
offering a consistent and reliable grading system so that grades and learning in one 
course means much of the same in another teacher’s class.  Results varied, but the 
conversations were helpful in getting teachers to realize the importance of consis-
tency. The addition of the District-led course-alike units and common assessments 
that have started to be implemented over the last two years are truly helping to create 
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common experiences among common courses.

8. The 2018-2019 school-wide focus on improving the social and emo-
tional well-being of students encourages staff to develop meaningful connections with 
students in order to create an academic, physical and social environment that is con-
ducive to learning and mental health. School and community organizations are also 
helping to make sure UCHS students have many avenues to get any help that they 
need with issues of emotional and mental health and/or addiction or other matters. 
These include  UCHS’s counselors and the McAllister Organization, along with the 
addition of Mending Matters, and Say San Diego this year.

Impact on Student Achievement (Student Connections, Rigor, Equity and Com-
mon Experiences):

 One of the ways UCHS staff work to make meaningful connections with stu-
dents is through the EOS survey, in which teachers recommend students who they 
think could be successful in an advanced studies class at UCHS. Those students 
receive a notice on which they are told the names of the teachers who recommended 
them. On the student EOS survey, they are asked to name staff members who they 
feel connected to on campus and those staff members are also given notice of the 
students who named them. Both students and staff feel a real connectedness through 
this process.
 By providing six early-out/late start Wednesdays designated especially for stu-
dent intervention days, the school has made an effort to make sure there is time for 
students who are struggling or want extra help or just want to make connections with 
their teachers to get one-on-one interaction in an environment different than that of the 
everyday classroom. These days were so successful three years ago, that more days 
were added to make up the current six days a year.
 Another way UCHS provides ways for students to gain meaningful connections 
with staff is by encouraging staff to be advisors of the many (over 75) clubs on cam-
pus and coaches to the many sports teams on which students participate. Clubs and 
teams allow students and staff to get to know and appreciate each other outside of 
the classroom setting. The administration also encourages staff to attend games and 
dances and other school events in order to be visible and supportive outside of the 
classroom.
 With one of the school foci this year being on student mental health, the UCHS 
counseling center has made a huge effort to be visible and to make all of the counsel-
ing opportunities available to students on campus known and easily accessible. More 
resources are available and more students are participating in counseling and group 
therapy this year than ever before on record. 
 Now that the District expectation is that course-alike teachers not only share 
their experiences and curriculum with colleagues, but that they actually work together 
to create common units and assessments, students taking the same courses in core 
subjects are not only having common experiences, but in many cases are covering 
the same units, doing the same lessons and taking the same assessments. Depart-
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ment discussions regarding scoring assessments and the results have also 
contributed to students having a common experience, as well as the examina-
tion of overall grade results for each grading period by teacher. Students are 
experiencing more common experiences now more than every and the District expec-
tation is that this will continue more and more each year until basically all teachers are 
teaching the same units. 
 The push that started over three years ago by the District to get more students 
into AP classes through the EOS survey has been successful. More and more UCHS 
students have realized that just because they didn’t think they were the type of student 
who would take an advanced studies class, doesn’t mean that they are not qualified 
and able to be successful in such classes. There is sometimes some growing room, 
and not every student is successful, but the UCHS staff have made a real effort to 
put in place interventions to help these students succeed, including having the Math 
Academy after school, encouraging students to take AVID, posting tutoring times on 
the school website, using intervention days to assist students, taking into account the 
students’ FAST reading scores and teaching reading and writing across the curricu-
lum.
 To maintain the rigor of its course of study, UCHS has expanded core course 
offerings, aligned courses to the Common Core and Next Generation Science stan-
dards and District expectations, developed data-based interventions, and pushed 
students to move into the most rigorous paths possible. There are more and more 
advanced studies courses available to choose from at UCHS, including not only ad-
vanced, Honors and AP classes, but also capstone courses in the pathways that of-
ten provide Community College units and many Community College classes taught 
on campus. The expected outcome is a clear path to successful completion of high 
school, including a-g requirements. UCHS hopes the “Steps for Success” will produce 
college and career-ready young adults.

Goal 4: (Critical Area for Follow -up 4)

 UCHS will continue to participate in professional development  
 opportunities focusing on implementing Common Core and NGSS
  strategies to improve teaching and learning. 

Action Steps to Accomplish Common Core/NGSS Target:

1. In 2016-2017, the UCHS administration provided release time for staff in order 
that they might attend PD opportunities with regards to Common Core and Next Gen-
eration Science Standards strategies provided by the school, District and/or County 
Office of Education.

2. Starting in 2016-2017, the District began to hold a series of what they called 
Capacity Builders trainings, which happened up to six times a year, depending on 
the year and Department. Lead teachers in ELA, math, science and social studies at-
tended these District-lead PDs designed to introduce and then implement the use of 
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Marzano’s Crtical Concepts (skills) for teaching the Common Core and NGS 
standards. Lead teachers in turn shared this information with their colleagues 
at their department PLCs.

3. During the last three years, students have been introduced to Marzano’s Criti-
cal Concepts so that they will be able to begin to measure their own skill development 
in these areas. Starting this year, teachers will be asked to provide ways in which 
students can self assess their mastery of these skills.

4. Staring in 2017, Department leaders in science, math and ELA subject areas 
used a series of release days to create units of study with culminating assessments to 
determine mastery of Marzono’s Critical Concepts tied to Common Core State Stan-
dards. 

5. In Department PLCs, over the last three years, teachers have moved from 
creating lesson and units based on the Common Core Standards to creating lessons, 
units and assessments based on Marzano’s Critical Concepts tied to the Common 
Core State Standards. The District expectation is that the writing of these units will 
continue indefinitely and the implementation of these units has already begun. 

6. All three years, core subject teachers have implemented teaching and learning 
strategies based on the Practice Standards for each core subject area as described in 
their relative Common Care State Standards/New Generation Science Standards.

7. During all three years, PTSA and Principal’s Chat meetings were used to ex-
plain the Common Core and NGS Standards and Marzano’s Critical Concepts along 
with how they will be implemented to create a Quality and Viable Curriculum for stu-
dents.    

8. The Back-to-School night experience each year has been used to explain to 
parents what kinds of changes have occurred in classrooms as a result of the Com-
mon Core and NGS Standards being implemented.

Impact on Student Achievement (Common Core/NGSS):

 Teachers at UCHS have had ample PD training opportunities with regards to 
the Common Core State Standards and Next Generation Science Standards. The 
District’s focus on Marzano’s Critical Concepts to teach the Common Core State Stan-
dards and Next Generation Science Standards has meant that there is a clear path 
as to the District’s expectations and the school’s outcomes with regards to lessons, 
units and assessments. This clarity means that in most cases, teachers are teaching 
common units, giving common assessments and collaborating more, resulting in a 
focus on the standards and expectations of the students. With SBAC scores exceed-
ing those of the District and the state, UCHS is satisfied with the work done so far, but 
hopes to improve even more in the future. 
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Chapter Five: 
Schoolwide Action Plan Refinements 
 There have been few changes in the Schoolwide Action Plan since the last 
visit. The four Goals in the UCHS Action Plan remain the same and directly reflect the 
Critical Areas for Follow-up determined by the last visiting team. Changes in the ways 
in which the staff meets those goals have changed in a few ways, sometimes because 
of funding and sometimes because of student needs.
 The biggest change to the Action Plan, the school, and arguably the nation, 
has been the focus on mental health. Over the last decade, the staff did recognize the 
seemingly growing number of students suffering from anxiety and depression, some-
times so paralyzing as to keep students out of school for long periods of time (some 
even moving to charter schools or dropping out) and sometimes leading to suicidal 
thoughts and attempts. But it was a wake-up call when the Healthy Kids Survey results 
two years in a row showed such an alarming rate of students with issues regarding 
depression and anxiety. Between 23% and 30% of students reported feeling chronic 
sadness and helplessness (with females more likely, sometimes two times as much, 
to have these feelings). 14% of students said that they had seriously considered sui-
cide. This prompted the principal to make student mental health one of the two main 
areas of focus for the 2018-2019 school year. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 
many new resources have been added for students in order to address these issues, 
especially this year.
 Other changes that affected the Action Plan included District changes, such as 
the addition of the FAST reading assessment for all students in ninth through eleventh 
grade, which resulted in helpful data for teachers in all subject areas. Unbeknownst to 
teachers, students may have been unable to access the content in their classes due 
to their reading levels rather than the subject-area curriculum. Another District change 
explored throughout this report has been the shift to teaching the Common Core and 
Next Generation Science standards through the lens of Marzano’s Critical Concepts. 
Just introduced to principals and teachers a few years ago, the District is now in full 
implementation mode, with common units and assessments being written and used at 
each school, and teachers using Department time to discuss the results. The District 
is ready to roll out the student self-assessment component this spring, at which time 
students will be asked to examine the Critical Concepts, along with the skills they have 
been taught in class, and decide whether or not they have mastered these skills or 
whether they need more practice.
 As the school pushed students recommended by their teachers to try advanced 
studies classes for the first time, there were some inevitable setbacks, and the staff 
had to make sure that interventions were in place to address the needs of students 
who may not have been used to the workload or rigor. In addition to tutoring, AVID, 
and more intervention days, some concepts were revisited and added to the Action 
Plan. One of these was Carol Dweck’s Growth Mindset Approach to teaching and 
learning. Another was the Rubber Band Theory, in which teachers provide students 
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multiple opportunities to demonstrate growth in learning.  Although these concepts 
had been discussed in the past, the administration realized that they needed to be 
revisited.
 Although teachers have been asked to examine grades data and trends every 
year in the past, in 2017-2018, in an effort to address one aspect of the Critical Areas 
of Follow Up (number three), an addition was made to the Action Plan. Teachers were 
asked specifically to compare grading percentages between course-alike teachers to 
determine whether they are offering a consistent and reliable grading system so that 
grades and learning in one course mean much of the same in another teacher’s class. 
This comparison is being made in Department PLCs for each grading period.
 UCHS staff is confident that the direction in which the District is moving with 
regards to data, technology, creating common experiences and helping students meet 
the Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards. In addition to what the 
District provides, the school continues to strive to improve instructional practices, 
make meaningful connections, increase and maintain rigor, and provide interventions 
to help close the achievement gaps. The UCHS Action Plans will continue to directly 
address the WASC Critical Area for Follow-up while taking into consideration any new 
concerns that arise.
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